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In this Issue:
Withthis issuewe inauguratea new and,we hope, more informativecontentspage. In this
spaceeach monthwe'll try to put the entireissueinto perspectiveand outlinethe significance
of the products and subjects discussed in the articles. Regular readers will also notice
changesthroughoutthe issue. lnauguratedlast month,the changesinvolvetype sizes and
styles and the treatmentof illustrationsand inset articles.
Our cover subject this month is the HP 250 Small-BusinessComputer.An entry level
computerfor small companiesand departmentsof largercompaniesgettinginto computers
for the firsttime, it's designedto be easyto operate,to fit into the officeenvironment,to adapt
to the ways individualoperatorsliketo work, and especially,not to intimidatethe first-timeoperator.But despite
its friendlinessand low price, it's more powerfulthan anythingelse in its price range, offeringfull data base
managementand facilitiesfor report and forms generation.
Likeany computer,the HP 250 needsto be programmedto solvebusinessproblemslikeinventorycontroland
accountsreceivable.HP suppliesapplicationsprogrampackagesthat perlorm many of these functions.But
becauseevery businessis ditferent,these probablyaren'tthe completeanswerfor every business.The more
sophisticateduser with in-houseprogrammerscan use the HP-suppliedsoftwarepackagesto developtailormade programs.The first-timeuser with no programmingcapabilitywill probablyacquirethe HP 250 through
anothermanufactureror softwarecompanywho will provideongoingsoftwaresupport.In fact,this is how most
HP 250s have been sold so far.
Also in this issue (p. 29) is an articleabouta low-costsystemusingoff-the-shelfHP productsto measurehow
parametersthat are supposedto be constantactuallychange under transient
certain semiconductor-device
conditions.Researchon these effects has been done in the past using expensivespecial equipment.The
low-cost HP system, developed at HP's central research laboratories,is being used in conjunctionwith
previouslypublishedresearchdata to developvarious processesfor making semiconductors.While it's not
being otferedfor sale as a system,the authorsfeel that the system is so usefulthat many people involvedin
semiconductorprocessdevelopmentmight want to put one togetherfor their own use.
-R. P. Dolan
ArvidA. Danielsono lllustrator,SusanE,
EditorialDirector,HowardL. Robertso ManagingEditor,RichardP. Doianr Art Director,Photographer,
Wright o AdministrativeServices,Typography,Anne S. LoPrestio EuropeanProductionManager,Dick Leeksma
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A Human-Engineered
Small-Business
Computer
Thisentrylevel,low-costsyslem offers the first-timeuser a
self-containedcomputing facility with full data base
managementcapability.
by A. PeterHamilton
SMALL COMPUTER with full data base management capability, the HP 250 Business Computer is
designed as h completely self-contained computing
facility for small companies and divisions of large firms.
The system offers the first-time user an approachable computer that is friendly, simple, and interactive, as well as
powerful, reliable, and expandable.
Because the primary business applications are data intensive in contrast to the computational intensity of scientific applications, the HP 250's data base management
software system is considered a significant contribution in
a low-cost, entry-level system. Data base access is further
enhanced through better data entry and reporting
capabilities. These facilities, coupled with a powerful inquiry facility, provide easy accessto timely information for
better control of the business.
The HP 250 (Fig. 1) is designed to provide big-computersystem capabilities while minimizing training time and
maximizing access to the computer's power. The system

addressesthe needs ofthe user in numerous ways. Perhaps
most visible are the human factors considerations, namely
the desk-style work station, the easy startup by the turn of a
key, the typewriter-like keyboard, and the adjustable CRT
that tilts and slides to fit the variations in individual needs.
The other important but not so visible system capabilities
are the 1.2M-byte flexible discs, and the expandability of
the system to include a 12.8M-byte Winchester-type fixed
disc, an HP 7906 2OM-byte cartridge disc, a 180-characterper-second printer, and a multi-user terminal configuration. User memory is expandable from 32K bytes to 64K
bytes. The HP 250 also provides asynchronous data communications capability to other HP computers.
HP 250 applications software available at this time is
focused on the small first-time user, who will most likely
acquire the HP 250 from an original equipment manufacturer (OEM) or a software firm. However, larger companies
and experienced end users may acquire the system directly
and supply their own applications software in addition to

Fig. 1. Ihe HP 250 ls a /ow-cosl
entry level computer system fol
sma//businesses.lt is shownhere
with the optional printer noisereductionenclosure.
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Human-Engineering the
Small-BusinessComputer
by Barry Mathis
Traditionally,the user interfaceof computer products has
been designedby and orientedtowardsthe programmer.As a
result,thesedevices have reflectedthe programmer'scomputer expertise,making computersapproachableby only a small
group of highlyskilledinitiates.For those outsidethis inner
circle, computers have seemed forbidding, their keyboards
complex,their languagesobscure,theirdisplaysbaffling.Unfriendly!What has been missingis humanengineeringfor the
unitiatedoperator.
Because it rs a businesscomputer,the HP 250 presented
some interestinghumanfactorschallenges.First,its operatoris
likelyto be a clericalperson,not a computer professionalor a
programmer.Familiaronly with a typewriter,such an operator
frustramay be intimidatedby machinecomplexity.ConJusion,
tion and fatigueresultfrom pooroperator-machine
mating.Second, the tasks performedon a low-costcomputerare primarily
businessaccountingprocedures.
An orderprocessing
or billing
clerkmightspendan entireworkday at the computer'sconsole
usingreferences,
and proceduresuniqueto thejob
documents,
and the operator'sstyle.Third,this type of computer'shome rs
the businessoffice.Unlikethe special-purpose
computerroom,
demandingquiet operation,effithis is a peopleenvironment
aesthetics.All of these
cient use of space, and lurniture-like
intluencedthe HP 250 productdesign.
considerations
Design Approach
Initially,we talked with people about how they liked to work.
Peopleenteringcustomerordersat a terminaltold us that,along
with the keyboardand the display,the sourcedocumentis an
importantpartof theirwork process.The needfor an amplework
surface,well placed and withinarm's reach,was emphastzed.
Computerand terminalkeyboardswere describedas complex,
Manyoffice machinesare uncomconfusing,
evenintimidating.
fortable,lackingproperleg roomand ampleworkarea.Theyare
too noisy and often unattractive.Officeworkersare apt to feel
that they are the victims of their equipment,not its masters.
This informationchanged some of our basic assumptions
aboutcomputerdesign.Table-topcomponentsystemsseemed
woefullyinadequate.To evaluatedesign decisions,a seriesof
full-sizedmodelswas developed.Thesecrude cardboardconstructions helped determine electronicsenclosure volumes,
coolingtechniques,mechantcallayouts,and serviceaccess.
More important,they gave us valuable ergonomic data on
and overallsize.A
heights,angles,worksurfacearrangements,
numberof theseconstructionsled us to a configurationwe were
convincedwas the optimumone.
Next we oroceeded to a simulator test. This involved a
plywood model, along with a terminalfor its display and keyboard, and a softwareset to make it operational.A simulated
order processing routine provided the basis for our test. A
varietyof people(large,small,male,female,experiencedand
not) tested the design. After arranging the movable
components-reference catalogs, order forms, source
documents-to his or her liking,each workedior severalhours,
g a i n i n g e n o u g h f a m i l i a r i t yw i t h t h e p r o p o s e d s y s t e m t o
be critical.
Problemsarose.No two peoplelikedthe displayin the same
place. We had assumedthis to be a fixed element.Glareoften
madethe displaydifficultto read.Somewantedit directlyin f ront
of the keyboardinsteadof to the rightwherewe had f ixed it. Our
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proposedwork surfacewas too constrictedfor comfort,and the
terminalkeyboardwas felt to be confusing,
Applying these inputs,we began to explore how a CRT assembly might be made movable,a real technicalproblem.
Printermovementwas also studied.The keyboard layoutwas
overhauledfor increased simplicity,clarity, and "typewriterness." One-quarterscale modelingwas employedto facilitate
easy form variation.A variety of work surface shapes were
consideredto finda solutionbalancingampleareaagainstf loor
space requtrements.
Aestheticsalsowere considered,in the hope of creatingan
ergonomically
correctdesignthatwouldbe welcomedintothe
office.Manulacturingprocessconsiderationsbegan in earnest,
and serviceconcernswere evaluatedand weighed.Finally,the
parallelelectronicseffortwas mergedwith the physicalproduct
design,a highlyfinishedwood modelwasmadeior a finalcheck
ol criticalergonomicand visualfactors,and toolingand iabrication detailingbegan.
The Right Tool for the Job
The HP 250 has been humanengineeredto fit the operatton
and be very approachable.Sorneo1its significantdesign features follow:
work Station. Sinceoperatorsarrangetheir work areasto suit
the task and their oersonal oreferences,a total work station
concept has been developed.The placementof all the functionalelements(e.9.work surfaces,keyboard,display,discs,
and printer)is based on humanengineeringresearch.Everythingis withinarm'sreach,Sourcedocuments,referencematerials,and so on may be arrangedto suit the individual,The
L-shapedtable top is contouredfor comfortand easy cleaning.
The unit fits handilyintoa cornerand occupiesvery littlefloor
space.
Movable Display.Perhapsthe HP 250's most singularcommitmentto human engineeringis its adjustableCRT display
screen.lt slidesfromsideto side,swivelsabouta verticalaxis,
and tilts, This range of adjustmentaccommodatesall preferencesforscreenposition,Forexample,peoplewearingbifocals
can tiltthe screenjust slightlydownwardto facilitatetheirviewslightangularadjusting. Wherethereare lightingvariations,
ments can reduce distractingglare. Contrastcan be varied to
individualpreferencewith an easy{o-reachknob,
Soft Keys. Eight user-definedfunctionkeys are locatedalong
the bottomedge of the display screen.A changeablefunction
messagedisplayedabove each soft key describesits present
of operafunction,
Thisallowseaseof learningandconvenience
tion,and reducesthe likelihoodof keystrokeerrors.
Keyboard. Positionedat a proper heightand angle,the HP
250'sdata entrykeyboardis generouslyspacedyet simpleand
uncluttered.lt closely resemblesa typewriterkeyboardplus a
standardten-keyadding machinepad. Typingkeys are contouredand the key shapehelpsthe operatorhomein on the keys
by feel, The keyboardis free of complex nomenclatureand is
availablein severalforeignlanguages.
Aesthetics. The HP 250 is designedto fit into the office. lt has
styling.Accentpanels,availablein several
clean,contemporary
colors,help coordinateit with the officedecor. The neutrallight
gray is the optimumcolorfor a workingtabletop.
Ouiet Operation.Acousticalpollutionis an increasingproblem
in offices.The HP 250 does its part to keep this to a minimum.

Multiple-slow-speedJan
cooling and subsystempartitioning
allowquietyet efficientoperation.An optionalnoiseenclosure
for the printersreducesprintersoundoutputto a respectable
51 dBA.
Serviceability.The HP 250 providesfor fast,easy service.A
roll-outcard cage allowsaccessto mostkey componentsfrom
the operator'sseat.Easeof servicehelpscustomersminimize
down time,
ProcessEngineering.An anay o{ manufacturing
technologies
molding
and materials
was usedin thiscomputer.Compression
providesa tough,durablef iberglassreinforced
tabletop thatis
mar-resistant
and easilycleaned.The electronicenclosureis a
welded steel fabrication.RIM-reaction injectionmoldingprovidesa printernoise enclosurethat has superiorsound
absorbingpropertiesvery much like wood. Injectionmolding
Two-colorinjection
and vacuumformingare used extensively.
moldingformsthe keys
Additionalfeaturesincludea drawerfor supplies,quickreference instruction
cards,and a tambourdoorto coverthe flexible
d i s c d r i v e s .S y s t e mt u r n - o ni s a c c o m p l i s h e d
with a single
key-simple and secure.A flexiblecablemanagerallowsfreedom in positioningthe printer.Businesses
that use numerous
formsfor billing,payroll,and so on are accommodatedby a
rollingprinterstand designedfor paper handlingease The
systemitselfis on rollersfor easy installation
and movement.

H P ' s . A p p l i c a t i o n s f o r t h e H P 2 5 0 i n l a r g e r c o m p a n i e st e n d
to be departmental in scope and span a broad range of
functional tasks.The HP 250 supports this type of need with
powerful application tools in the IMAGE/250 data base
manager, FORMS/250 data entry facility, REPORT
WRITER/250 report production facility and QUERY/250 inquiry capability. These tools simplify the development of
specific applications for departments of larger companies.
Applications software for the HP 250 supports the order
management and material control requirements of comp a n i e s w i t h $ 1 m i l l i o n t o $ 2 0 m i l l i o n i n s a l e s .T h e a p p l i c a tions have been designed to provide significant flexibility
in tailoring the software to the user's specific needs at
installation time. Parameters and capacities are adjusted
without custom programming. This tailoring facility allows
individual business options, such as customer and product
d i s c o u n t c a t e g o r i e s ,s i n g l e o r m u l t i p l e w a r e h o u s e l o c a tions, open-item or balance-forward invoicing, and several
other choices. These capabilities, commonly referred to in
the industry as "parameterized applications," provide tailored applications without custom programming in many
CASES.

The HP 250 is an entry level computer system in the HP
continuum of computer products, but it is a powerful data
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ABRIDGED SPECIFICATIONS
HP250Small-Business
Compuler
sYsrEr coNsoLE
MrcroprocessorCPU
32K or 64K byle lssr hehory
Us6r d€frnablesotkeys
Adjustabledisptay sc.e€n
fficerypowrler ike keyboard (sel at proper typing height)
Syslem s€ll t€sl (al lum-on)
9n9le on/ofi (k€y) switch
PRINTERS
H P 2 6 3 1 A :1 8 0 c p s , d o l m a t i x
HP 98714: 30 cps, impact
MASS STOFAGE
F L E X ] B L ED I S C D F I V E
SINGLE 1 2M bytes
DUAL: 2 4M byles
TFIPLE: 3.6M bytes
FIXEO/BEMOVABLECABTFIOGE DISC: 19.6M bles

SYSTEM SOf,WAFE
HP Business BASIC
iMAGE/250 Oara Base Manag6ment
FORM5/250
BEPORT WRITER/250
OUEFY/250
STAIOAFO SYSIEil
HP 250 syslem console (prodlcl number 45251A: microprocessoi, display screen
(wllh sonkeys), 128K byio syslem m€mory,32K-byle use. memory, pe.ipheralinledace
channer, 1 2M'byle ilexibls disc driv€ and BASIC inreprer€r sysrem sonware.
A second ilexible disc dnve (Ool. 010).
180 cps dol makix pr nter {Prdud Number 26314, Opl 250).
ASYNCHaONOUS SEFIAL INTEFFACE (P.oducl Numbef 45120A, Syslem Oplon 120)
TEqMINAUPFINTEF INTEFFACE
Five pons al i 10 to 9600 Mud rale. On- nte(upl programming conc€pl via syslem
soltware modlle. HP 264X. HP 2631 and HP 2635 drrect/nod€fr connecllon
20 mA cuirenl loop connedlon.

Log-on lerminal capabilily. Oata lile and proqram tansier. Iniiials HP 3000 lobs fom
HP 250.
FS232C PERIPHEFAL INTEFFACE
Conneci nY conpalibl€ d€vic6. Pariryselection,null spodiicalon
PERFOSIANCE SPECIFICATIOTS
INSIRUCTIONS PER SECONO (TYPICAL):380 @O
MEMOBY CYCLE TIME:833 nanos6@nds
TFANSFEF AATE (MAXIMUM) - GENEFAL INTEBFACE CHANNEL: 1 m€abrie/s
TMNSFEF FATE - FLEXIBLE 9lSC: 62 sK byles/$@nd
AVERAGE ACCESS TIME - FLEXIBLE DISC: 172 hiil se@nds
PRICE lN U,S.A.: HP 250 Slandard Svstem, $24,5@
MANUFACTUFING OlvlSlON: FORT COLLINS DIVISION
3400 Easl Harmonv Road
Fon Qllns. Colo.ado a0521 U S.A.
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Cost-EffectiveElectronicsfor
the Small-BusinessComputer
by GeraldL. Meyerand V. Delloy Forbes

ESIGN CRITERIAfor the HP 250 took into account
the interestsand needsof buyers and usersof small
business computers. The result was that major

The processor board contains two 64K-bit ROMs, also
fabricated with HP's NMOS process. These ROMs contain
the code for turn-on self-test and system diagnostics and the
code for loading the operating system from system mass
memory (flexible or fixed disc) into system read/write
memory. Loading occurs automatically at system turn-on if
the self test is successfully passed.
The system read/write memory is composed of a number
of o+K-byte memory blocks, depending on the requirements of the user. The maximum number is limited by the
number of available slots for memory boards in the card
cage. The memory ICs are commercially available 16K-bit
dynamic NMOS RAMs that have been burned-in and
screened to HP specifications. For error detection, the
memory includes a parity bit with each byte.
The processor uses the inpuUoutput bus to interface with
the keyboard logic. In addition to the typewriter-like
keyboard on the console, there are eight soft keys on the
CRT bezel under the display. The functions ofthese keys are
defined by the user or by programs and are displayed on the
CRT just above the keys.
A 1920-word segment of memory space is allocated to a

emphasis was placed on cost-effective performance,
reliability, and safety.
Fig. 1 is a block diagram of the HP 250 electronics. The
heart of the system is a r6-bit NMOS processor manufactured by the HP NMOS facility at Loveland, Colorado.l'2
This is a hybrid chip set which is also used in other HP
products, such as the desktop System 45.3 It was chosen
because of its proven reliability and effective processing
power.
Because the 16-bit address field of the processor can
directly accessonly 12BK bytes of memory, while the actual
memory requirement could be several times that, a method
of extending the memory address space had to be used. The
technique used is an expansion of the method used on the
System 45.3 Based upon dedicated processor register contents and the present state of instruction cycles, the memory
block switch shown in Fig. 1 generates a four-bit digital
word that selects one of 16 possible 64K-byte blocks of
system memory for a memory cycle.

Keyboard
Signals

Soft Key Signals

PeripheralIntertaceChannel

Block Switch Control

Bus
Input/Output

Fig. 1. HP 250 block diagram. The processoris an HP 16-btt NMOSprocessor of proven
reliabilityand processing power. Thememory block switch is part of a memoryaddress extension
scheme for managing large memories.
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Fig. 2. It was designed to require no processor attention for a
static display. Besides the benefit of not slowing the system
down when the display is not changing, this architecture
permits the HP 250 to have an effective self-diagnostic
capability, which will be described later in this article.
Another advantage ofthis design is that the contents ofthe
refresh memory can be modified rapidly without causing
unpleasant pictures on the CRT.
The character fonts are defined by a I x 15 dot matrix. As a
result, it takes 1 5 CRT scan lines to paint one row of characters. The dot rate is 23.69 MHz and therefore the character
rate is 23.69+9:2.63 MHz, or 380 ns per character. The
refresh memory is separated into two sections. One section
contains the character information corresponding to the
even locations on the CRT and the other section contains
the character information corresponding to the odd loca-

special static RAM block located on the display logic board
and dedicated to refreshing the CRT display. The raster
scan CRT displays a standard B0-column-by-24-line organization for a total of 1920 characters. There is a one-toone correspondence between a lircation on the CRT display
and a 14-bit word in the refresh RAM. Nine of these bits
select one of s's.zpossible characters. The other five bits
describe enhancements or modifications to the selected
character. The possible enhancements are cursor (a blinking underline that identifies where the next character will
be typed), inverse video (black on white), blinking, underline, or half-bright. The characters available include the full
128-character ASCII set (upper-case Roman, lower-case
Roman, numerals, and control characters), 32 special HP
250 CRT editing characters, and an B8-character line drawing set. An optional plug-in ROM expands the set to include
the characters needed for German, French, British, Danish,
Norwegian, Swedish, Finnish, Spanish, Italian, and
Katakana (for Japan).

tions on the CRT. When the display is being refreshed these
two RAMs are accessed alternately at sequential addresses
at a 380-ns rate. Each of these RAM blocks consists of four
4x1K-bit NMOS ICs. Separating the RAMs in this manner
permits rapid update of the RAM contents. When a new

DisplayLogic
A block diagram of the display logic board is shown in

23.69 Mb/s

Video
23.69 Mb/s
HOR
Horizontal
Drive
Sequential Address
LSB

Line
Counter

Counter

Character
Counter

Counter

Fig. 2, Display logic board requires no processor aftention for a static display. Separate
random-accessdisplay memories(RAMs),onefor even characterlocationsand onefor odd,
make it possib/e to update the display without inbrtering with display refresh.
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character is to be written by the CRT, the CPU writes the
new character and its address into the two registers located
on the display logic board. The RAM write timing logic
senses that a new CRT character is in the input registers and
determines the correct time to write this word into the
refresh RAM. It does this by comparing the least significant
(odd or even) address bits in the input address register with
the least significant bit of the sequential address scan
counter. When it senses that they are the same, the write
will be done on the following access,since at that time the
opposite RAM will be accessed for refresh purposes. The
effect is that the character is cleanly and rapidly changed
without interfering with the refresh function. It takes at
most three'character times to change a character (about 1.2
g.s), which is faster than the CPU will write back-to-back
character changes. During horizontal and vertical retrace
there is no holdoff of the write into RAM. The entire CRT
can be rewritten in three milliseconds.
All enhancements are implemented with logic. This is
true even of half-bright. Fig. 3 shows the input and output of
the video amplifier with full and half-bright dot inputs. The
half-bright dots are approximately half as wide as a dot cell,
but of the same amplitude. Because of the combined effects
of the rise time of the video amplifier, the resolution of the
CRT tube, and the CRT-to-observer distance, the dot appears Iess bright rather than half as wide. This technique
avoids the cost and problems associated with driving two
six-foot video lines (the distance from the display logic
board to the CRT) as would be required by a bilevel current
video amplifier design.
Since the soft keys on the CRT bezel are very close to the
CRT traces that call out their functions, it was considered
desirable that the horizontal position of the CRT display be
very stable. The block diagram, Fig. a, illustrates how the
flyback pulse time is stabilized with respect to the horizontal sync input from the display logic board. The flyback
pulse circuit input-to-output delay will vary somewhat
with the environment. The flyback pulse is limited and
compared in phase with the horizontal sync pulse. This
ApRrL
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Fig, 3. Video amplifier response
to full and half-bright dots. A combination of visual effects makes
the shorter dot appear half-bright,
even though its amplitude is the
sarne as the full dot's.
phase comparator produces an output voltage proportional
to phase, which then is compared with the reference voltage. The error is amplified and goes to a voltage-variable
delay, which delays the input horizontal sync by just the
right amount to place the flyback pulse at the proper time to
maintain a stable display.

FlexibleDiscsand OtherPeripherals
Theperipheralbuscontrollerservesthefunctionof interfacing between the internal processor I/O bus and the external peripheral interface channel (PIC). The PIC has many
functional similarities to the IEEE-4BBbus (HP-IB) but is not
strictly hardware or software compatible with it. The primary work of the peripheral bus controller is handled by a
silicon-on-sapphire ISOS) LSI circuit built by HP's SOS IC
facility in Cupertino, California.a Peripherals that communicate with the HP 250 system processor via the PIC are
the external printers and magnetic disc memories (of which
various options are available), and the flexible disc memory
subsystem built into the HP 250 mainframe.

t61 ft62=T6q1s1561

Fig,4. Feedback loop stabilizes the horizontalsync pulse so
the softkey labelson the CRT remain stable over the keys.

The HP 250 requires a mass memory subsystem capable
of hosting the operating system and system utilities, a
number of discrete relocating option modules (DROMs), a
library of BASIC applications programs, the data base management system, a user's data basewith enough capacity for
a wide range of applications, and user programs, while at
the same time providing data backup and operating system,
data, and program portability. The various mass memory
options available on the HP 250 satisfy these requirements
very nicely.
For a minimum-cost system, an added requirement of the
mass memory subsystem is low cost. A flexible disc
("floppy disc") memory was especially designed for the HP
250 to meet this requirement. The flexible disc drives are
relatively inexpensive and small enough so that up to three
drives can be mounted in the HP 250 mainframe. The media
(flexible discsJ are inexpensive and durable, and can be
stored efficiently in a typical office environment. To provide the capacity needed by the HP 250, however, it was
concluded that each drive should have a minimum capacity
of one megabyte of on-line data storage, two to four times
that of typical flexible disc drives.
The flexible disc memory subsystem of the HP 250 consists of one to three drives, a controller printed circuit board
mounted in the HP 250 roll-out card cage, and cables that
connect the controller board to the drives in a multidrop
configuration (see Fig. 1). The controller communicates
with the HP 250 system CPU (central processing unit) via
the peripheral interface channel (PIC), as do the various

other external system peripherals.
The heart of the controller is the MCC or MC2 (microCPU-chip), a 16-bit control-optimized CMOS/silicon-onsapphire microprocessor.a The peripheral interface channel is serviced by another CMOS/SOS integrated circuit, the
processor-to-HP-IB interface (PHI),s which communicates
with the MC2 processor via the processor bus (see Fig. 5).
Most of the functions of the controller are carried out by
the MC2, executing ROM-based code. However, because
of the relatively high data rate, some of the high-speed
serial data functions, such as data serialization/deserialization, write data encoding and precompensation, read
cloclddata separation and decoding, and CRC code generation and error detection were implemented in hardware
external to the processor.
The flexible disc drive has two read/write heads and is
capable of writing and reading on both sides of the flexible
disc. The heads are mounted in a taut-band linear actuator
mechanism driven by a two-phase step motor that steps the
heads to any of the 77 tracks. When a flexible disc is inserted
in the drive and the door closed, a clamp mechanism
clamps the flexible disc to the drive spindle, which rotates
the disc within its protective jacket at a constant 360 r/min.
An ac motor drives the spindle by a step-down belt-pulley
arrangement. The drive also has detectors for sensing
whether the drive door is closed, whether a flexible disc is
write-protected, and whether the heads are at track 0, and
for sensing the index holes in single- and double-sided
discs. An electromagnetic solenoid is used for loading the

Controller/Drive Intertace

Fig. 5. Flexible disc controller
uses two HP silicon-on-sapphire
chips,the MCC processorand the
PHI HP-lB inbrtace chip.
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HP FormatDouble Density

IBM FormatSingle Density

Capacity
- Unformatted
- Formatted
- No. of Sides
- Tracks/Side
- Sectors/Track
- Bytes/Sector

1600 Kilobytes
1 182 Kilobytes
2
77
30
256

400 Kilobytes
256 Kilobytes
1
77

Maximum Recording
Density

6560 Flux
Reversals/lnch

6560 Flux
Beversals/lnch

Rotational Speed

360 r/min

360 r/min

Maximum Data Rale

500 Kilobits/s
(62.5 Kilobytes/s)

250 Kilobits/s
( 3 1 . 2 5K i l o b y t e s / s )

3ms
91 ms

3ms
91 ms

1 5m s
35 ms

15ms
35 ms

Data Stream
11
Data (MediaMagnetization)

Read Transitions

ao

128
PLO-Generated Clock Phases

Bit cell
D

(a)

Access Time
- Track
- Average (lncluding
Settling)
- Settling Time
- Head Load Time

Fig. 6. HP 250 flexibledtsc drive specifications.

-oC

It C +aC

heads onto the disc, and another is used to lock the drive
door to prevent removal of the disc when the heads are
loaded. The door lock on each drive can also be controlled
by the host system, which can issue door lock or unlock
commands to a given drive via the controller. Fig. 6 presents some HP 250 flexible disc drive specifications.
Attached to each drive is a drive electronics board that
contains the head step-motor drivers, solenoid and frontpanel indicator drivers, drive- and head-select decoders,
write and read amplifier circuits, and controller bus interface receivers and drivers.
Flexible Disc Capacity
One of the most difficult challenges in the design of the
HP 250 flexible disc subsystem was achieving the required
data storage capacity. To store more than one megabyte of
formatted data on a single standard flexible disc required
first that both sides of the media be recorded. Second, since
present-day flexible disc and head technologies limit recording densities to a practical limit of about 8,000-9,000
flux changes per inch, an efficient double-density code
yielding a data bit density equal to the recording density
was necessary. Since an efficient double-density code,
"modified modified frequency modulation" or MMFM, had
previously been used in the HP sBB5A Flexible Disc Memory, it was decided to use not only the same encoding
scheme, but also the same sector and data formats, so that
discs recorded on the 9BB5A would be readable in an HP
250 drive and vice versa. Using double-density recording
on all 77 tracks of both sides of the disc, the total usable
flexible disc data capacity is a respectable 1.18 megabytes.
In addition to the HP double-density recording format,
the HP 250 flexible disc drives are capable of reading and
writing the industry-standard IBM single-density format
(single-sided only), which provides a usable data-capacity
of zs6 kilobytes per disc. Software drivers are being developed so the IBM format can be provided on the HP 250 as
a means of transferring data to or from non-HP systems
equipped with flexible disc memories capable of reading
and writing the more common IBM single-density format.
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Effective
FesultantDistribution
Fig.7, Flexible disc drives divide each bit cell into a clock
window and a data window. Lower curves show probability
distributionsfor the locations of bit transittonswithin these
windows.Errorsoccur rfanv transitionfallsoutsideitstntended
wtndow.
In the MMFM recording format, a data one is represented
by a transition of the polarity of magnetization on the surface of the disc while a zero is represented by the lack of a
flux transition in any given bit location (bit cell) on the disc.
In MMFM, the read clock is synchronized with the detected
transitions of the data stream being read. Since the data
stream might be completely or partially devoid of ones and
therefore of data transitions, it becomes necessary to insert
clock transitions in data strings containing two or more
adiacent zeros. To differentiate between data transitions
and clock transitions during a read, each bit cell is divided
into a clock window and a data window (seeFig. 7a).
A phase-locked oscillator (PLO) is used to generate the
read clock signal, which is synchronized with the read data
stream. The PLO is designed to track slow variations in the
frequency of the incoming data stream, such as those that
might be caused by mechanical wow and flutter, ac line
frequency and voltage fluctuations, or other low-frequency
phenomena, but to reject rapid variations such as those

HP 250 Input/Output System
by DennisL. Peery
The inpuVoutput
systemfor the HP250 is dividedintolocalor
primary system l/O and remoteor secondarysystem liO.
The locall/O systemis a subsetof the HP-lB.'lt operatesthe
systemdiscsand printersin the localsystemin specilicconfigurationsand is not intendedas a generalHP-lBcontroller.
The
hardwareconsistsof one printedcircuit card. The software
driversare part of the systemsoftwareand are loadedwhen the
systemrs turnedon.
Providingthe power of a general-purpose
computer in a
turnkeycomputersystemsuch as the HP 250 presentsspecial
problemsto the designerof the liO system.To keepthe system
smalland uncomplicated,
the schedulingalgorithmsthatmanage the l/O traffic over the system bus have to be straightforward and concise.Also,the systemhas to be smartenoughto
power-upand startrunningwitha minimumof userassistance.
So an experienced
operatorwouldn'tbe required,someother
meansof describingthe l/O configuration
had to be inventedto
accomplishtheoperator'stask.Thiswas doneby requiringthat
deviceson thesystembus be capableof telilngthesystemwhat
theyare and wheretheyare.Thisself-identify
featureallowsthe
systemto polldeviceson the systembus at power-upand thus
gatherall the information
it needs aboutthe l/O configuration.
This featurelets the user add devices or change their bus
addresseswithouthavingto knowanyspecialcommandsto get
them to work.
Theconvenience
o{ automaticconfiguratton
of the l/O system
comesat a cost of someflexibility,
becauseall deviceson the
systembus arerequiredto havethe identifyfeature.Thisflexibility is regainedon the HP 250 by providingfor nonstandard
deviceson the systembus. A nonstandarddevice is a device
notsupportedby a systemdriver,or a devicewithoutthe identify
feature.These types can be supportedby a special driver
configuredas a DROM(discreterelocatingoptionmodule,an
optional systemsoftwaremodule).
Afterthe systemhas powered-up,all standarddeviceshave
been identified,
and all nonstandard
deviceshavebeen linked
with theirDROMdrivers,the l/O systemtrafficcontrollertakes
job to scheduleall requested
over. lt is the trafficcontroller's
operationson the systembus.
To optimize use of the system bus, liO operationsare
scheduledaccordingto bus availability.
This meansthat liO
operationsthat do not conflictmay be interleavedif the bus
becomesavailable.For example,outputto a printermay take
place betweenthe seek and read operalionson a disc.
The l/O trafficcontrolleralsotakesresponsibility
for guaranteeing that a user's l/O operationon a device is completed
before allowinganotheruser to have access to the device.
requestsfor the samedeviceare handledby queueConflicting
ing the requestson a first-come-first-served
basis.Forsimplicity,thereis onlyone queue,and alltaskson the HP250 operate
at the same priority.
Remote UO System
Thereis a needin a smallbusinesssystemto providea means
lor remotel/O devices,such as multiplework stationsfor data
inputand data baseinquiry,and printersforoutput.In addition,
a departmental
computeroftenneedsa communications
linkto
other computersfor batch data transfers.The asynchronous
serial interface(ASl) and supportingterminal input/output
DROM(TlO) an optionalhardwareand softwareextensionof
'The
HPInterface
Bus(HP-lB)is HPs implementation
of IEEE
Standard
488andidentical
ANSI
s t a n d a rMd C 1 . 1 .

the HP250 l/O capability,providestheseremoteliO functions.
Asynchronous Serial Interface
The asynchronousserialinterface(ASl) providesan intelligent interfacethat controlsthe flow of data betweenthe HP 250
and any one of the following types of devices: Remote/250
Console(HP 2649D),terminal,printer,or HP 3000 Computer.
Besideshandlingthetransferof data,thisinterfacemonitorsthe
data link to make sure that the channelis operational.
The asynchronousserial interfaceprovidesfive ports. Each
port is independently
configurable.lt can be set to run at any
oneof tenspeedsbetween1 10and 9600bits/second,
to handle
even, odd, or no parity,to process characterswith one or two
stopbits,and to providethe necessaryRS-232Ccontrolsignals
to talk to remotedevicesconnectedeitherdirectlyor through
full-duplex
modems.To allowtransmissions
overlongdistances
(up to 1 km at 9600 bitsis)on direct connections,a 20-mA
current loop option compatiblewith the HP 26454 Terminal
comeswith the standardASI hardware,
An 8-bit microprocessor,
along with 2K bytes of firmware
residentin the RAM(random-access
memory)on theASIboard,
acts as a trafficmanagerfor the data to and fromeach port.How
the data is handleddependson the type of remotedevicethe
port is configuredto support.A memorylocationfor each port,
initializedby the main systembeforestartingthe ASI microprocessor,sets the inpuVoutputprotocolsthat the firmware
mustfollowin handlingthe data.Thisbytecontainsinformation
such as immediateinputor deferredinput,terminalor computer, ENoAcKor no ENeAcK,and echo or no echo.
In connectionsto auto-answermodems,the ASI firmware
continually
monitorsthe conditionof the data channel.As long
as the connectionis made, data is allowedto flow out to the
remotedevice.lf, however,eitherof the RS-232Ccontrollines
indicatingthatthe connectionis goodgoesoff, the ASlfirmware
automatically
disconnectsthe phoneand notifiesthe mainsystem thata disconnection
hasoccurred.As soonas the connection is reestablished,
the ASI firmwareinformsthe systemthat
the connectionis again usable.
TheASIhardwarehastwo additional
featuresthatenhanceits
performance
and flexibility.
Thefirstfeaturesimplifies
the transfer of data betweenthe ASI hardwareand the main system.A
cycle-steal
techniqueallowsthe main processorto directlyaccess the RAM on the ASI board withoutinformingthe ASI microprocessor.
This techniquefreesthe ASI microprocessor
to
monitorthe portscontinually
for inputevenwhiledata transfers
to and fromthe mainsystemare takingplace.Thisfeaturealso
eliminates
the needfor a complicatedhandshakebetweenprocessors.
The secondfeatureenhancesthe ASI'sflexibility.
Thereis no
ROM (read-onlymemory)on the ASI board;the memoryis all
RAM(random-access
memory),halfof whichcan be memoryprotected.All the ASI firmware,includingself test, is downloadedfromthe mainsystembeforethe ASI microprocessor
is
started.Once the ASI microprocessor
is started,the RAMcontainingthe ASI firmwareis automatically
protectedby prevenf
jng writes to that portionof the memory.This featuremakes it
possibleto modifythe ASI firmwarewithoutcostlyROM turnarounds and hardwareretrofits.
Software Support for ASI
An optionalextension
to the HP250operatingsystem,theTIO
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(terminalinpuUoutput)
DROM,providesa convenientinterface
between the BAS|C-languageapplicationsprogramsand the
serialinterface(ASl).Usingthe BASIC-language
asynchronous
extensionsimplementedby TlO, applicationsprogramscan
Terminals.In
supportmostof the featuresof the HP264X-Series
addition,programsmaycommunicatewith
the HP3000Computer Systemthroughthat system'sasynchronousterminalcontroller. An HP softwareproduct, a program called LK 3000, providesterminalemulationand filetransferutilities
thattemporarily
turn the HP 250 into a very smartlog-onterminal.
Remotel/O operationsmay executeconcurrentlywith other
remote l/O operationsand with processing.This characteristic
allowsthe creationof applicationsprogramssupportingmultiple usersof remoteterminals.The remotel/O scheme appears
to the applicationsprogramas a multilevelpriorityinterrupt
system.The interrupts,which are emulatedby the operating
systemsoftware,may occur at the completionof processingof
each BAS|C-language
statementin the applicationsprogram.
Thus,the applicationsprogrammerdoes not haveto consider
the possibility
statement.
of interrupts
withina BASIC-language
Consider,for example,the remoteterminalkeyboardinput
operation.The completeoperationconsistsof the following
steps (assumingan appropriateprompt has been sent to the
terminaldisplaymedium):
'1
. Enablethe remoteterminalkeyboard.In the full-duplexoperationssupportedby the ASl,this meansthat subsequent
keystrokeswill be stored in the ASI input bufferand echoed
back to the terminal.
2. Wait(or performotherprocessing)whilethe userentersthe
inputdata,The ASI performsthe minoreditingoperationsof
backspaceand cancel line.
3. The userterminatesthe inputoperationby strikingthe carriagereturnkey,TheASldisablesthekeyboard(subsequent
keystrokesare ignored)and notifies the operatingsystemby
means of a hardwareinterrupt.
4. The systemnotifiesthe applicationsprogramby meansof an
emulatedinterruptthat the inputline is available.
programacceptsand processesthe input.
5. Theapplications
that inTIO implementsa singleBASICstatement,oN rNPUr,
itiatesthis process.The statementnot only enablesthe remote
terminal'skeyboard(step 1 above),but specifiesthe applicacaused by noise or recording nonlinearities. Thus the PLO
acts as a flywheel to smooth out the higher-frequency phase
variations and provide a relatively stable synchronized read
clock signal. The PLO output consists of two phases, one
representing the clock window and the other representing
the data window, and these read-clock phases are used to
clock the data-separatorcircuit, which sorts the incoming
data stream into ones (transitions occurring in the data
window) and zeros (either no transitions or transitions occurring in the clock window).
Ideally, the incoming transitions occur in the centers of
their respective windows. In reality, phase noise caused by
the imperfect head-disc interface, electrical and magnetic
noise, and the nonlinearities of magnetic recording disperses the transitions from the window centers and causes
them to be distributed according to Gaussian or normal
probability distributions centered within the clock and data
windows, as shown in Fig. 7b.
There is a finite probability that data bits can be shifted
enough to fall within an adjacent clock window, or that
clock bits can be shifted into a data window. Either will
result in data errors. The data error rate is verv nearlv
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tions program'sinterruptroutine(informationused by the system in step 4), The programmay then continueprocesstngor
may executea wArrstatement,which suspendsprocessinguntil
the next interrupt.Once the input is available(step 5), the
programinvokesthe intrrnsicstringfunctioneReeo$,
which returnsthe contentsof the ASI inputbuffer.
Remotedevice output is accomplishedby the same BASIC
ls,
statementsused for local device output,such as the PBINTER
pRrnr,
Onlythe logicaldeviceidenand pBrNr
usrNcstatements.
with
tifierchanges.WhereaslocalHP-lBprintersareassociated
identiliersin the rangezero throughseven,remotedevice identifiersare in the range11 through20, An importantcharacteristtc
of remoteoutput, in fact, is that applicationsprogramsrequire
no changesotherthan specifyingthe correctidentiiierwhenthe
print output device is changed from a local printerto a remote
RS-232Corinter.
The TIO DROMalso implementsthe oNourPurstatementto
allow schedulingof concurrentoutput operationsto several
remoteterminalsor printers.TheoNaneaKstatementenablesthe
applicationsprogramto detect breaksin the data link,and the
statementsallowdetectionof the
and oNDrscoNNEcr
oNcoNNEcr
physicalconditionol the link in the case of RS-232Cdirect
and the processingof incomingdata phonecalls
connections,
throughan auto-answermodem.
Thereis a utilityprogram,an extension
of corrrc (seearticle,
page 14),for configuringthe remotedevicesto be servicedand
supportedf romthe HP250viaASl.Portscan be assignedto the
type of device(remoteconsole,terminal,printer,or computer)
with associatedmemory requirements,protocol,and identifier
This assignedconfiguration
specifications
whereapproprlate.
is updatedto the systemdisc and is loadedwith the operating
systemsoftwareat power-on.lt needs modificationonly when
the topologyof the systemis to be changed
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equivalent to the sum of these probabilities. Since it makes
little difference whether an error was caused by a dislocated
clock bit or a dislocated data bit, we can envision a composite window encompassing a single probability distribution
(Fig. 7c). The data error probability is equivalent to the area
under the probability distribution outside of this composite
window.
Some factors that cause transitions to be dispersed from
the centers of their windows are predictable, so their effects
can be minimized. One such factor is bit spreading, which
occurs when the opposite-polarity magnetic fields of adjacent transitions in the media subtract from each other. If two
transitions are closely spaced on the disc but are more
widely separatedfrom other transitions, then, as illustrated
in Fig. Ba, the fields of the two transitions subtract from
each other on the neighboring sides so the resultant field (as
detected by the head during read) has peaks that have a
slightly wider separation than do the corresponding
magnetic transitions in the media. Since this phenomenon
is a function of the bit pattern written and is predictable, we
can precompensate for this peak shift phenomenon by detecting those patterns that would result in bit spreading

before writing, and arbitrarily writing those adjacent transitions closer together (Fig. Bb). Then, when the pattern is
read from the disc, the detected peaks ofthe transition fields
occur with the correct spacing. The HP 250 controller effectively precompensatesall bit patterns that would otherwise
result in significant bit-spreading effects when read.
One of the primary objectives in the design of the flexible
disc subsystem was to achieve high data reliability, and a
large share of the design effort went toward optimizing
system parameters to achieve that goal. One data reliability
design goal was to achieve a soft (correctable) error rate of
less than one error per 10ebits read. To measure error rates
of this magnitude with acceptable resolution requires that
great amounts of data (>>1010 bits) be read from the flexible
disc. Since this is extremely time-consuming, an accelerated error rate test was devised. During a read, programmable delay lines artificially advance or delay the bits (transitions) going to the data separator with respect to the PLOgenerated clock and data windows. By this means the transition probability distributions are shifted from the window
centers by an amount equal to the programmed delay, and
the probability of errors (and hence the error rate) is much
higher. Thus, relative quantitative error rate measurements
can be made in a matter of minutes rather than days, and the
relative effects of various system parameters uuon error
rates can be easily determined so those parameters can be
optimized for minimum error rates. This technique was
used extensively during the development of the flexible
disc memory for the HP 250.
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One ofthe features designed into the flexible disc subsystem to insure high data reliability is the read-verify capability. A special margin-detect circuit in the data separator,
enabled whenever the read-verify function is activated by
the host system, detects whether any transitions occur
w i t h i n 1 0 0 n a n o s e c o n d so f a n y w i n d o w b o u n d a r y . T h i s
indicates a margin-error condition and implies that the
data, although presently readable, may not be recoverable
should the error margin deteriorate further because of
media/drive interchange, environmental variations, or wear
of the flexible disc media. This usually indicates that the
disc is approaching wearout, or has otherwise been damaged or contaminated, and that replacement of the disc is
desirable.
Another feature is track-sparing, in which disc tracks
containing defects are detected and marked defective
("spared"), and are thus prevented from being used for data
storage.When a new disc is formatted, four worst-case data
patterns are written and read-tested using the read-verify
function. Should a margin error occur on any track, then
that track is spared. If more than four tracks of a disc are
spared during formatting, the system will reject the disc
and abort the forrnatting routine. This assures that only
good flexible discs will be accepted by the system, insuring
the highest possible data reliability.
Reliability and Service
The HP 250 does not require a special air-conditioned or
humidity-controlled environment. In addition, it is not a
must to have a specially filtered power line or antistatic
carpeting. The HP 250 will operate in 10"C to 40"C temperatures with 30% to B0% relative humidity. It has been tested
w i t h 1 5 , 0 0 0 - v o l ts t a t i c d i s c h a r g ep u l s e s a n d i s d e s i g n e d t o
meet worldwide safety requirements.
Easy and rapid service was considered a must in the
design of the I-{P 250. Each time the unit is turned on, it
sequences through a diagnostic self test to ensure proper
operation of the important subassembliesin the computer.
An indication on the CRT tells what is presently being
tested. Ifthe test is successfully passed,this is noted on the
CRT and testing of the next subassembly is begun. The
processorin the flexible disc controller independently runs
a self test of the flexible disc subsystem at power turn-on,
and returns the result of this test to the main processorwhen
requested during the main system self test. If all tests are
completed, the operating system is loaded into read/write
memory from the system mass memory. This procedure is
completed in less time than it takes the CRT to warm up and
is normally invisible to the user.
If a subassembly does not pass the test, one of two things
can happen. One is that the program recognizes this failure
and returns the word "fail" to the CRT next to the subassembly name. The program then halts and the display is
held on the screen. This then gives the customer or servlce
person rapid information to identify the defective subassembly. In some casesthe program may get lost and never
return from the test of a defective subassembly. This also
gives good information since the name of the subassembly
under test is on the screen.
The service person also has other self-test diagnostic
capability available. By modifying a rotary switch setting
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on the CPU board, the service person can run a more extensive memory test, keyboard test, or CRT test to further verify
performance.
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HP 250 BASIC:A Friendly,Interactive,
PowerfulSystemLanguage
by Dennis L. Peery

HE HP 250 IS A BASIC-LANGUAGEmachine.System commandsand BASICJanguagestatementsare
syntaxed and executed on the same level. Most
statements may be executed either from the keyboard or
from a program.
The HP 250's execution of user programs is interpretive,
in the sense that the form of the program in read-write
internal form-is
not directly executable
memory-the
machine code, and the program can be listed essentially as
the user typed it in. However, the internal form of a user's
program is not at all similar to that of most interpreters,
which retain the character form of the user's program and
check operator precedencesand variable names each time a
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statement is executed. Instead, the program is stored as
pointers to the proper execution code for each language
operation (such as LET, *, or READ),as pointers to a symbol
table for variables and constants, and as pointers to a
scratchpad location for temporary results. Execution time is
reduced drastically by operating on the internal form rather
than on the character form of a user's program.
HP 250 BASIC has the standard features of HP Business
BASIC: multi-character variable names and line labels (up
to fifteen characters), numeric and string arrays (up to six
dimensions), independent subprograms and multiline
functions, and formatted output via the PRINTUSINGstatements. These features have alreadv been discussed in these

pages in the article on the HP System a5 (April 1978).1This
article will discuss some of the special features of the HP
250.
CRT/Keyboard
The HP 250 CRT is entirely interactive. Data or program
lines from any line on the screen may be entered into the
system. When the ENTERkey is pressed, the entire current
line (the line in which the cursor resides) is passed into the
system.
The CRT logical length is dynamic. As much memory
space is allocated for use by the CRT as is currently available. In a 64K-byte user memory system, for example, there
might be more than 1000 lines (20 characters per line)
available for CRT display. A minimum size of 1000 bytes is
reserved for use by the CRT dynamic buffer.
Four video enhancements are easily accessible from the
keyboard: inverse video, half bright, blinking, and underline. Using the CONTROLkey and one of four special function keys, enhancements can be independently toggled on
or off at any time.
Video enhancements can be included in strinqs without
special escape sequences.The statement
1000 PRINT "q!de44ed_qq4c

"

can be listed, modified, and stored exactly as it appears,
Enhancements are automatically converted to the proper
escape sequences for printers and terminals.
T h e H P 2 5 0 h a s 2 7 s p e c i a l c h a r a c t e r st h a t c o r r e s p o n d t o
all of the display control keys on the keyboard. These keys
may be accessedin a display functions mode that allows the
keys to be displayed and not executed. Like video enhancements, the special display control characters can be
stored in strings like ordinary characters.A common statement is:
1000 DISP,,'F, t ",
This statement clears the CRT and leaves the cursor in the
upper left hand corner
I n t e r n a l l y , t h e 2 5 0 u s e sa n e i g h t - b i t c o d i n g s c h e m ef o r t h e
c h a r a c t e rs e t . H o w e v e r , e i g h t b i t s a r e n o t e n o u g h t o s u p p o r t
the display control characters,line drawing characters,and
European charactersalong with the normal ASCII character
set. Therefore, some strings contain characters indicating a
switch to a different character set. These extra control
characters are troublesome for European applications.
Therefore, a European character set can be configured as the
default alternate character set in the operating system so
that European text has no extra control characters.
User-Definable Keys
Along the bottom of the CRT are eight unlabled keys
called soft keys. These eight keys, along with eight more
unlabeled keys in the top left section of the keyboard, are
the HP 250 special function, or user-definable (UDF) keys.
There are separatedefinitions in shift and unshift modes for
the eight keys on the keyboard, so altogether there are 24
UDF keys. The UDF keys can be used for ON KEY program
branching or as typing aids.
When the soft keys are defined (UDF keys 1-B), labels
appear on the CRT immediately above the defined keys.

Fig. 1. Eight keys under the HP 250 CRT display can be
defined differently in different applications programs to allow
the opetatorto se/ectvanousfunctions.Thefunctionsappeal
on the CRTabove thekeys. Alsoshownherets an exampleof a
form in whrch data entry and display are programmed using
s t a n d a t dt N p u tL, N t I Ra, n d D , s "s t a l e m e n / s .
When soft key definition labels exist, the bottom three Iines
of the CRT are reserved for these labels, reducing the effect i v e l e n g t h o f t h e d i s p l a y s c r e e nt o 2 1 l i n e s .
ON KEY
One of the must prominent features of HP 250 BASIC is
the implementation of the oN KEY statement. Like the HP
System 45, the HP 250 can initiate program branches
(GOTO,GOSUB,CALL) via the UDF keys. An HP 250 extension to the ON KEY statement is programmatic labeling of
the soft keys. Since the keys are dynamically defined, they
can be used to guide a user through a set of soft key menus to
select the desired program operation. An example of a program to use the soft keys is shown below and the resulting
display is shown at the bottom of the CRT in Fig. 1.
100 ON KEY#1: "EDIT STOCKROOM" GOTO Edirstockroom
110 ON KEY#2: "EDIT ACCOUNT'G"GOTO Edilaccountg

1 7 0 O N K E Y # 8 :" E N G R GM E N U " G O T OE n d
When line 100 is executed, it defines the label of soft key t
and its program branch action. Similarly, lines 110 through
1 70 define keys 2 through e. In this case,if the user presses
key 1, the current input state is terminated and the routine
EdiLstockroom is invoked.
Typing Aids
UDF keys can also be used as typing aids to reduce a
complex series of up to 160 keystrokes to one key. A set of
typing aid definitions can be stored and loaded from mass
storage as a file, so that keys do not have to be continually
redefined. Typing aid definitions may be listed on the CRT
or a printer.
A useful UDF key feature is the ability to store action
keystroke sequences and delay their execution until the
UDF key is pressed. Action keys include the ENTER and
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EXECUTEkeys, the cursor control keys, and others. With a
combination of action keys and alphanumeric characters,
UDF key definitions can resemble small programs written
in the language of keystrokes.
A simple example of delayed execution of action keys is a
key that clears the CRT and lists the current program. The
key definition'is:

It1
tLrsT :{
The action keys SHIFT HOME (qr.) and SHrpT CLEAR ({) are
stored before the character LIST. This causes the entire CRT
display to be cleared and the sequence of characters LIST to
appear on the first line of the CRT. The action key EXECUTE
([) causesthe current line to be executed. Thus, the screen
can be cleared and the program listed simply by pushing
one key.

Mass Memory
The HP 250 supports a variety of devices and file types.
Three types of files can be created directly by the user.
These are program files (PROG),data files (DATA), and key
files (KEYS).Binary program files (BPRG)can also be created
(by combining existing BPRG files), but the user cannot
write binary programs. File types used by the IMAGE/250
data base manager are backup files (BKUp), root files
(ROOT), and data set files (DSET).Form files (FORM) can be
created and purged only by running special utility programs. DROM and SYSTfiles are reserved for system use and
cannot be created by the user. DROM files are special system
files that contain DROMs, or discrete relocating option
modules. These consist of optional system software such as
the IMAGE/250 statements. DROM files are accessed on.ly
when the system is loaded. Files created by a system other
than the HP 250 are catalogued as OTHR and are not directly
usable without special system software.
The only type of file that can be used for general-purpose
storage by the user is the DATA file. This general-purpose
file can have a logical record size that is independent of the
physical record size, and can be read or written serially or
directly. The user can address the file word by word, if
necessary. DATA files can contain any combination of
numeric and string data. The system stores programs in text
format as strings in a DATA file.
Files may be protected to allow restricted access to DATA
files and prevent accidental purging. PROGfiles may be also
be RUN-ONLY. A RUN-ONLY program is simply a PROGfile
stored with a special protect code. The special RUN-ONLY
protect code, which cannot be generated by the user directly, means that RUN-ONLY program files cannot be
purged or copied without running a special utility program.
A RUN-ONLY program also has special characteristics when
it is run by the user (see "System Utilities" below).

PrintedOutput
The HP 250 printer select statements PRINTERIS, SYSTEM
PRINTERIS, and PRINT ALL IS are used to direct all nonmass-storageoutput. The select code values accepted by the
printer select statements are 0 to 20. Optionally, each
printer select statement can specify a print file instead of a
print-only device.
The main operating system supports printers connected
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on select codes 0-7. Select code B is the CRT and select code
I is a "bit bucket" or null device (output is ignored by the
system). Output can be sent to a mass memory file instead of
a printer if the user specifies a file name instead of a select
code. Using the COPYstatement, hard copy of stored output
is easily obtained.
The PRINTERIS statement applies only to output from the
PRINTand PRINI'USING statements. The SYSTEMPRINTERIS
statement applies to system output such as that generated
by CATALOG, TRACE, program stepping, and LIST. The
PRINT ALL IS statement applies to all CRT interaction. The
PRINTALL printer will produce a hard copy of all input and
output that takes place on the CRT. The PRINT ALL IS statement can be used to produce an audit trail.
The ease of use of video enhancements and alternate
character sets forces the system software to deal with sending many types of control characters to printers. Nonstandard printer enhancements are masked off (inverse video,
blinking, etc.) . The underline enhancement is treated
differently depending on the type ofprinter. For all system
supported printers, underlining is automatically done by
system software. Alternate characters sets are also treated
differently depending on the type of printer. If the printer is
not standard and a DROM driver is not included with the
system to support it, all characters from alternate sets are
replaced with blanks.
Program DevelopmenUDebugging
The HP 250 has several features that aid in program
development and debugging.
The TRACEfeatures, accessed via the TRACE,TRACEVARIABLES, TRACEPAUSE,and TRACNALL statements, are identical to those on the HP System 45.1 Messagesgiven by the
TRACE features are directed to the device designated as the
system printer. This printer may be the CRT, a disc file, or a
and is specified by the SYSTEM PRINTERIS statel:ll*,
Single-step capability is also built into the HP 250. The
HALT key doubles as the STEPkey when a program is halted.
Each time the HALT/STEPkey is pressed, one program line is
executed and the next program line is output to the system
printer.
Routing the TRACEand single-step output to the system
printer allows the programmer to debug programs without
disturbing either the CRT, which may contain a form, or the
standard printer, which may be printing a report.
The interpretive, on-line programming environment of
the HP 250 helps make program development a pleasure.
Changes may be made to the program in memory in the
middle of execution, and the program can be continued
from where it was suspended.
When the system detects an error (and no ON ERROR
condition was specified), it suspends the program at the
current line. The programmer has the option of making a
correction to the program and continuing the program at
the line that caused the error, starting the program over at
the beginning, or just ignoring the error and continuing
execution of the program. Program malfunctions may also
be detected and corrected in this way.
To correct the program errol, a programmer might take
advantage of the following features:

1. The HALT key may be pressed to suspend execution ofthe
program.
2. Program lines are directly accessible through the LIST or
FETCH commands, and can be displayed on the CRT for
examination.
3. Changes may be made in a program line displayed on the
CRT, and the line may be reentered into the program by
pressing the ENTER key.
4. The programmer may branch back to the statement that
caused the problem or to some previous statement and
reexecute that part of the program by single-stepping
through the questionable lines.
s. If the changes correct the problem, the program can be
RE-STOREdimmediately, RE-STOREingthe program can
be done without affecting the state of the program in
memory.
After taking any or none of the above actions, the programmer can continue from any location until another
problem is found.

SystemUtilities
The HP 250 operating system is supported and enhanced
with BASlC-language utilities supplied by HP. These
utilities are RUN-ONLY programs and may also include binary programs. A RUN-ONLY program cannot be listed or
modified in any way by the user. One of the utilities,
ROUTIL, allows the user to produce RUN-ONLY programs
from ordinary programs. The procedure is not reversible.
Thus, software can be totally protected from tampering by
making it RUN-ONLY.
Some important utilities provided by HP are CONFIG
(system configuration), DUPL (disc duplication) , INIT (disc
initialization), EDITOR (a SCHEN{A text editor), and two
FORMS utilities: CFORM and MFORM. These utilities and
many others are essential parts of the HP250 software system.

SystemLoader
The HP 250 operating system is loaded into memory from
a SYSTEMfile every time power is turned on. A ROM-based
routine loads the system from a flexible disc. Once the
system is loaded, the system disc is no longer needed, since
the operating system is completely memory-resident.
Before loading the system, the loader determines whether
enough memory is available for the system and the user.
There must be one full o+K-byte block and at least two
32K-byte upper half-blocks of memory present. Based on
the results of the self-test memory check, the loader decides
which blocks of memory will be used for the system. In
many cases, dynamic loading allows the system to be
loaded and run despite memory failures. If the system cannot be loaded because of a lack of memory, the loader can
load a diagnostic program that requires only 32K bytes of
memory.
A directory search of available flexible discs locates the
system file. The directory search allows this file to reside in
mass memory as an ordinary file. Thus, dedicated tracks are
not required for the system file and the mass memory
medium containing the system file may reside in any mass
memory drive.
After loading, the loader passes pertinent information
(such as available user memory, software block numbers,

and the mass memory device containing the system file) to
the operating system and transfers control to the operating
system. The time for the system load is about ten seconds
from a flexible disc.

SystemPower-Upand ConfigurationUtility
Afterthesystemself-test
andloadingprocedurehasbeen
the systempower-upprocedureis initiated.At
completed,
this point, the power-up code is present in memory along
with most of the resident operating system. After the
power-up code is executed, it is overwritten by a final
section of the resident operating system that is not needed
during the power-up procedure.
The power-up procedure involves the following:
1. Checking the current system configuration against the
configuration specified in the system file.
2. Initializing system and user memory areas.
3. Identifying and initializing I/O devices.
4. Loading the configured DROMs and keyboard tables into
system memory.
A utility program called CONFIG allows the user to
specify a number of system attributes. This utility provides
a means of DROM and foreign language selection, user
memory allocation, I/O device configuration, and auto-start
command selection.
Attributes of devices connected to the HP 250 via the
asynchronous data communications ports are also specified
through this program. Any communications via these ports
will assume the device attributes given by the configuration
tables at power-up time.
During power-up, the information specified via CONFIG
is resident in memory along with the power-up code. This
information is checked against the actual attributes of the
system and any discrepancies are reported on the main
console CRT at the end of the power-up sequence.
After the system configuration is checked and the system
and user memory areas are initialized, the optional system
software modules (DROMs) are loaded into system memory. The user may specify via the CONFIG program which
DROMs are to be loaded. Examples of DROMs available
with the HP 250 are IMAGE. SORT. and FORMS. DROMs
are individually loaded to allow the HP 250 to be customized for a particular application.
Unlike the resident language system, which must be
loaded into fixed addresses, DROMs are relocatable modules and may reside starting at any address. Each DROM,
however, must reside in one contiguous block of memory.
DROMs are stored in individual disc files (of type DROM) on
the same medium as the system file.
Also loaded during power-up are the keyboard tables.
These may be standard U.S. ASCII, the line-drawing set, or
any of the foreign keyboards available with the HP 250. All
available keyboard tables are part of the system file so that
one operating system contains all ofthe information needed
to support any foreign language.
After the entire power-up procedure is completed, the
power-up code and its accompanying data areas are overwritten with the final section of the resident language system and the system is brought to life.
A feature added especially for business applications is
the auto-start capability. At the conclusion of power-up,
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any single command, specified via the CONFIG program,
may be executed. Typically, this command will be a RUN
command that will start an applications program. This
capability means that all the user must do to bring up the
system and start the applications package is turn the key on
the HP 250. Everything else is automatic.
FORMS/250
FORMS/250 is a data entry and display package designed
to simplify applications programs that require data entry
and display, provide a convenient and fool-proof interface
to the user, and provide a degree of independence of the
CRT format from the applications programs. The form
package consists of a FORM DROM, which contains operating system and language extensions, and two BASIC utility
programs for the creation and modification of forms.
A form is just a CRT image combined with some information that gives the form special properties. The CRT image
consists of any number of protected lines containing text
input fields, or output fields. The input and output fields
are the only areasin the protected lines that are accessibleto
the user or program. The distinction between input and
output fields is made to allow forms to be used conveniently
for data display as well as data entry.
The auxiliary information consists of three order tables,
one each to define the input order, output order, and tab key
order. Since the fields are referenced by field number in an
applications program, these tables isolate the program from
the physical location of the fields on the display, and from
the order in which the user accessesthem via the TAB key.
The form can exist on the disc as a special FORM-typefile,
accessible only through the FORM DROM or the utility
programs. The CRT image that makes up half of the form file
is literally that-a direct copy of a section of the HP 250
display buffer. The advantage of storing the form in internal
CRT format is that it is fast. The file is placed into the CRT
display buffer by direct memory access,eliminating wordby-word processing when the form is fetched from the disc.
The GET FORM statement, which exists in the FORM
DROM, is used by a BASIC program to activate and display
a form on the CRT. Before the form image is loaded into the
display buffer, the field ordering tables are placed in a
dynamic buffer in user memory. Any access to fields on the
form is routed through a form handler routine. This routine
exists in the FORM DROM, and becomes the manager of the
ordering tables.
The usual approach to adding features to BASIC for input
and output is to add new statements with new keywords.
While FORMS/ZSOhas a few new keywords for the activation and termination of forms, data entry from a form and
display to a form is done with the standard INPUT, ENTER,
and DISP statements. The attempt was made to make input
and output via fields on a form a logical and consistent
extension of standard input and output via normal CRT
lines. For example, as shown in Fig. 1, the statements
1OOGET FORM "FORM2"
200 DISP A$,8$,.. .
300 LDISP "Edit the data as desired."
400 Input: INPUT
500 IF TFNUM <>8 THEN Input
600 ENTERA$,8$,.. .
1979
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display the form on the screen, fill the form with data to be
edited, tell the user what to do, allow the user to edit any
data in the form, and finally, enter data into the program
variables.
The CFORM and MFORM programs are special RUNONLY BASIC utility programs for creating and modifying
form files. They both contain convenient facilities for editing text, input and output fields, video enhancements, and
field ordering. MFORM is actually a subset of CFORM,
allowing only modifications that will not disturb the operation of the form with existing programs that may use it. For
example, text can change, fields can be moved, the tab key
order can be changed, and so on, but fields cannot be added,
deleted, or changed in size, since this would affect how the
form operates with a program. This distinction gives the
programmer complete control over form development with
CFORM, while also giving the less sophisticated user a
no-risk way to change the cosmetics of the forms with
MFORM.

REPORTWRITER/2so
One of the major areas of concern while developing the
HP 250 operating system was the problem of producing
reports. Since the HP 250 was designed to be a business
computer, it was estimated that well over half the application programs to be written would produce some kind of a
report.
To address this problem it was decided to provide a
unified set of BASIC-language commands in a DROM format known as REPORT WRITER/250. REPORT WRITER/
250 is designed to alleviate many of the programming burdens of report production by providing special facilities for
page and line counting, break recognition and branching,
form page size determination, report formatting, and
printer independence. Among its capabilities are the following:
Break recognition. A relatively sophisticated BREAKWHEN
statement was developed to handle the problem of break
recognition. A TRIGGER
BREAKstatement is also provided to
handle caseswhere the break condition is too complex to be
described in the BREAK WHEN statement.
Hierarchical structure. Since most reports have a series of
subtotals, a feature called "levels" is provided so that a
programmer can describe the hierarchy of the breaks and
subtotals involved in the report.
Self-triggered blocks of codes. Along with breaks and
hierarchy came the necessity to allow the programmer to
insert as many lines of BASIC program code as needed
when report conditions are triggered. This outputproducing code is triggered automatically by REPORT
WRITER/250 once it recognizes the break.
Line and page counting and printer independence. REPORT WRITER/2S0provides comprehensive line and page
counting capabilities. All the programmer need do is
document the page size and REPORT WRITER/250 does all
the line and page counting. Thus reports are independent of
the vertical page size. These counting routines are printer
independent: any REPORT WRITER/250 program will operate with any acceptable HP printer.
Other features. REPORT WRITER/250 automaticallv Dro-

vides the programmer with several other features, such as
restart, summary reporting capabilities, exception reporting capabilities, automatic totaling and averaging, and
moveable left margin.
Consistent, self-documenting code. REPORT WRITER/250
provides a secondary although significant benefit in that
the programmer must define the report in a straightforward,
consistent manner. This makes all reports selfd o c u m e n t i n g a n d e a s i e rt o m a i n t a i n .
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Low-CostData Base Management
by Michael V. Hetrick

1 e 7 4 H E W L E T T - P A C K A R DI O U R N A I .a r l i c l e
,'flf IULY
entitled "Powerful ilata Base Management Systems
f_.!
i--- ", for Small Computers" introduced IMAGE, a sophisticated data management system for the HP 3000 Computer.l The same title could be used here, except that the
much smaller computer now offering a version of IMAGE
i s H P ' s s m a l l - b u s i n e s sc o m p u t e r , t h e H P 2 5 0 .
I M A G E / 2 5 0i s a c o l l e c t i o n o f u t i l i t y p r o g r a m s a n d B A S I C
programming statements that may be used to define, manipulate, and maintain a data base. In many ways, IMAGE/
2 5 0 i s i d e n t i c a l t o I M A G E / 3 0 0 0 ,a l t h o u g h c e r t a i n s p e c i f i c a tions were reduced and some operational modes were
e l i m i n a t e d ( s e eT a b l e 1 ) . I M A G E / 2 5 0 i s n o t s t r i c t l y a s u b s e t
o f I M A G E o n H P ' s l a r g e r c o m p u t e r s .H o w e v e r , a d e s i g n g o a l
was to offer a common method of data base management so
that the IMAGE/250 techniques apply to other computers
offering IMAGE.
This article briefly compares IMAGE/250 and IMAGE/
3 0 0 0 ,a n d t h e n c o n c e n t r a t e so n t h e e n h a n c e m e n t sa d d e d t o
IMAGE/250 to improve its performance on a flexible-discbased computer.
IMAG E/250-lMAG E/3000 Comparison
Data base operations are organized into three maior
c a t e g o r i e sd: e f i n i t i o n , m a n i p u l a t i o n , a n d m a i n t e n a n c e .T h e
methods used to perform these operations on the HP 250 are
s i m i l a r t o t h o s e o n t h e H P 3 0 0 0 ,a s i n d i c a t e d i n T a b l e 2 . T h e
c o m p u t e r s ' d a t a b a s e d e f i n i t i o n l a n g u a g e s ,i n w h i c h i n t e r -

Table 1. IMAGE FeatureComparison
IMAGE/250 IMAGE/3OOO
Data items per data base
Data sets per data base
Charactersper item name
Characters per set name
Data items per data set
Maximum data entry size (master)
Maximum data entry size (detail)
Detail data sets per master data set
Entries per chain
Entries per data set
Security passwords
Security level
Compound data items
Sorted chains
Data transfer
Multi-volume data base

ZJJ

ZJJ

50
15
15
127
1018 bytes
1022 bytes
B
65534
65334
31
set
yes
no
entry
yes

s9
16
16
127
4094 bytes
4094 bytes
16
65535
B.3M bytes
63
set and item
yes
yes
entry or item
no

DBOPEN modes
DBGET modes
DBLOCK:
Data base
Record
DBERROR
DBEXPLA]N

38
4B
yes
no
no
no

yes
yes
yes
yes

Data base restructuring

yes

yes

pT
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relationships between data sets are established, are practically identical. The data base structure, already familiar to
IMAGE/3000 users, is a network organization in which indexes, known as master data sets,allow rapid accessto data
stored in detail data sets.
Table 2. IMAGE/250Data Base Management
Commands and Utilities
DATA BASEMANIPULATION:
DBOPEN
DBCLOSE
DBLOCK
DBUNLOCK
DBINFO
DBPUT
DBDELETE
DBUPDATE
DBGET
DBFIND
DBASEIS*
IN DATA SETWORKFILEIS"
F']ND*
SORTBY*

DATA BASE DEFINITION:
EDITOR
SCHEMA
DATA BASE MAINTENANCE:
DBCREATE
DBERASE
DBPURGE
DBSTORE
DBRESTORE
DBLOAD
DBUNLOAD
DATA BASE INQUIRY:
QLJERY

*No HP 3000equivalent
IMAGE/250's data base manipulation statements those
used to add, delete, modify, and retrieve data entries-are
s i m i l a r t o t h e I M A G E / 3 0 0 0i n t r i n s i c s . O n t h e H P 3 0 0 0 .t h e
manipulation language is a set of procedures that are callable from severalhost languages.On the HP 250, it is a set of
BASIC statements.Therefore, the CALL prefix was dropped
statement syntax, but the parameters remain the
::"#jn.
IMAGE/250 and IMAGE/3000 maintenance operations
are functionally similar, although most IMAGE/250 operations are performed through BASIC statements.The BASIC
languagb capability has many practical uses on a small
business computer. For example, data base backup operations involving the DBSTOREand ogRnstORE statements
can be built into a BASIC program. The program can direct
the operator to insert and remove mass storage volumes,
prompt for information, and generally lead the user through
the entire procedure. Programs such as this provide a
friendly and interactive environment for completing com.
plex tasks. Creating, purging, and erasing data bases may
also be done under program control.
IMAGE/250 Design Objectives
The IMAGE/250 design philosophy was influenced by
the HP 250 architecture and the hardware design goals.
This resulted in two major design objectives:
1. Implement a simplified version of IMAGE/3000 with as
many essential features as possible while providing enhancements for optimal performance in a business data
processing environment.
2. Extend the allowable data base size beyond the on-line
mass memory storage capacity. Since the standard mass
memory configuration of two flexible discs offers a total
storage capacity of 2.qM bytes, this was an important
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objective.
In achieving the first objective, concessions were made
by reducing data entry sizes, data set capacities, and other
specifications. The number of ways to open and access a
data base was also reduced. Three of the eight DBOPEN
modes were implemented; this is sufficient to allow exclusive or shared data base access.In implementing four of the
eight nncnf modes, the essential access methods (serial,
direct, chained, and calculated) are supported.
The ability to create sorted chains while adding records
was dropped. This is a disc-intensive activity that seriously
degrades throughput, especially on the low-speed flexible
discs. Instead, innovative search and sort routines that
function efficiently in the HP 250 memory configuration
were devised (see "Data Base Sorting" below).
Two additional simplifications were to provide password
protection only at the data set level, not the data item level,
and to transfer data to and from the data base only in the full
record mode. Data set password protection, in which a user
with read or write access to a data set has read or write
access to all information in the set, is not as versatile as
IMAGE/3000's item security scheme. However, in the HP
250 operating environment, where relatively few users are
involved, security on the set level is adequate.
Supporting only the full record mode of adding, updating, and retrieving entries simplified the implementation of
the corresponding manipulation statements: DBPUT,
DBUPDATE,and DBGET.In these statements, information is
transferred to and from the data base via a single string
variable known as the buffer. The buffer contains data
exactly as it is stored in the data base. It may contain any
combination of alphanumeric characters and HP internally
formatted numeric types (integer, short precision, or real
precision). For example, to add a data set entry consisting of
a ten-character name, an integer employee number, and a
real precision salary, the following buffer contents are required for DBPUT:
An
de
r
on

s

25 0 3 8
256
5200
0000
0000

name (paddedwith blanks)

integer number (2 bytes)
8-byte representation of $52,000 salary:
2 bytes of sign and exponent and 6 bytes of
binary-coded decimal digits [2 digits per
byte)

Retrieving an entry from this set through DBGETresults in
a similarly formatted buffer, that is, the first ten bytes represent a name, the next two bytes an integer, and the last eight
bytes a real precision number in an internal BCD (binary
coded decimal) format. It is the program's responsibility to
make sense out of the buffer contents by converting appropriate substrings to values in properly dimensioned
numeric or string variables.
Since this is a cumbersome task using conventional
BASIC string manipulation commands, a new BASIC
statement, IN DATA SET, was invented. This statement defines a relationship between the fields of a data set entry and
the local program variables. If an IN DATA SET statement is

active for a particular set, the data set values retrieved via
DBGET are automatically transferred to the program variables declared in the IN DATA SET statement. Conversely,
program variable values are automatically transferred to the
data set record during DBPUT and DBUPDATE.The program
below illustrates how IN DATA SET facilitates data transfer
during DBGET:
ro
20
30

D i m N a m e $ [ r o ] ,n u f f e r $ [ z o ]
INTEGERNumber
REAL Salary

:
(open data base)

:
100 IN DATA SET "PAYROLL" USEName$,Number,Salary
1010 DBGETfBase$,"PAYROLL",4,51*),"@",Buffer$,500)
1020 PRINT Name$,Number,Salary
After line 1010 is executed, Bufferg contains the internal
image of the PAYROLL data set's 500th entry. At the same
time, the variables referenced in line 100 by IN DATA SETare
automatically updated with the appropriate Buffer$ substrings. Thus, when line 1020 is executed, the variables
Nameg, Number, and Salary already contain the field values
for the 500th record-in this case, Anderson, 25038, and
52000,respectively. Through IN DATA SET, the burden of
buffer unpacking (and packing) is removed from the program and controlled by IMAGE.
Extending Data Base Size
The second design objective was to extend the data base
size beyond the on-line mass memory capacity. This was
accomplished with these restrictions:
1. Individual data sets must reside completely on a single
volume; multiple-volume data sets are prohibited. Although the maximum allowed data set size is over 16M
bytes, the actual size is limited by the largest available
space on the mass storage medium.
2. Up to 23 volumes may be allocated for the data sets.Any
combination of flexible discs and HP 7906 and HP 7910
hard discs are acceptable. However, no more than ten
data set volumes may be on-line at one time (per data
base).
3. For a given data base operation, the ROOT file-the file
containing all the data base structural information-and
all required data sets must be on-line simultaneously.
For example, to add detail data set entries, the mass
storage volumes containing the detail data set and all
related master data sets (as well as the ROOT file) must be
on-line. This is an important consideration in the design
of a multi-volume data base.
Data sets are assigned to volumes when the data base
structure is defined through the data base definition language. As the schema processor compiles the data base
definition, the volume names become a permanent part of
the ROOT file.
When a data base is accessedthrough a program, only the
ROOT file location (volume) must be specified. Data set
volume names are not required, since IMAGE relies on the
ROOT file for this information. A 20-byte volume table
created when a data base is opened maintains a list of all the
resident volumes in a concise two-byte format. This list is

updated automatically as media are removed or inserted.
Before an operation on a data set can be executed, IMAGE
first determines which volumes are required and then
examines the volume table for their presence. The operation
proceeds only if all necessary volumes are on-line.
Midprogram volume replacements are acceptable, but
require special attention. To minimize disc activity, information is transferred from an internal private buffer to the
appropriate data set on a "need to" basis. Although a data
base modification may be complete from a program's
standpoint (i.e., the DBPUT,DBUPDATE,or DBDELETEstatement has been executed) it is not completed internally until
the private buffer is actually copied to the disc. Numerous
events trigger this action. One is the need to transfer other
information into the buffer for an ensuing data base operation; another is terminating data base access through the
DBCLOSEstatement. A special DBCLOSEmode (mode 4) also
dumps the private buffer, if necessary,without terminating
data base access. A mode-4 DBCLOSEshould be executed
before midprogram volume exchanges to ensure that the
latest data base modifications are copied. Failure to do so
may result in a corrupt data base.
Multivolume data bases pose potential integrity problems if a particular maintenance operation is not performed
on all required volumes. The maintenance procedures are
designed to function on a volume-by-volume (or set-by-set)
basis. Anomalous results are avoided if all pertinent volumes are accessedwhile creating, purging, erasing, storing,
or restoring a data base.

Data Base Sorting
A frequently performed operation in the business data
processing environment is sorting. HP business BASIC
does not support any direct construct for sorting of data, so a
special DROM was developed to provide this facility on the
HP 250.
The sort is designed specifically to process information
in an IMAGE/250 data base. It is important that sorts can be
performed not only on the entries in a single data set, but
also on a subset of those entries. It is also important that the
sort be able to extract information that might be scattered
across many data sets.
SORT/250 operations supply information that allows the
programmer to accessthe desired portions of the data base
in sorted order. This information is in the form of pointers to
the appropriate data base entries.
Subsets of the data set information are selected by the
FIND statement. This statenient has the syntactical form:
FIND (numeric expression),
where the numeric expression specifies the condition each
record must meet to be retained for subsequent processing.
This expression may contain any operator or function alIowed in standard HP BASIC. Thus, substring comparisons,
string searches,and even user-defined multiline functions
may be used to select the appropriate set of records.
When a FIND statement is executed, pointers corresponding to the selected records are put into a special file called
the workfile. This file resembles a regular IIP BASIC data
file. The pointer values may be read from the file using the
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Vendor
(Manual Master Dala Set)

data set containing the vendor information, and a detail
data set that contains the invoices associated with each
vendor.
Fig. 2 shows sample information that might be contained
in the data sets. If the master set were sorted by vendor
name, the pointers in the workfile after the sort would be:
3,7,7,4

Fig. 1. A simple accountspayable system designed to use
the data base manaoement caDabilitiesof lMAGE1250.

BASIC READ# statement. Direct-mode DBGETsmay then be
used to extract the actual data base information.
The SORTBY statement is used to sort information in the
data base.Records in a data set can be sorted on any field in
the set including subitems. If a FIND has previously been
executed, only the records with associated pointers in the
workfile that meet the selection criteria will be sorted. If a
FIND has not been executed, all records will be sorted. In
either case,.the result of the sort is a series of data base
record pointers stored in the workfile.

Sortingacross MultipleSets
SORT/250 provides facilities for dealing with structures
that are more complex than simple data sets. Hierarchical
structures consisting of up to ten sets can be described and
manipulated. This kind of specification, known as a thread,
consists of a list of the sets involved in the hierarchy along
with information describing how they are interrelated.
A two-level hierarchy for a simple accounts payable system is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a single manual master

lnvoice

Fig.2. lnformationthat might be containedin the data setsof
Fig. 1. Pointersshowing how the two setsare related are used
by SORT1250to retileve information.
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By retrieving these pointers sequentially and using them in
direct-mode DBGETs,it is possible to produce a list of all
vendors sorted by vendor name.
However, to produce the same report subsorted by invoice number would require accessto information in both
sets. If SORT/250 is given a thread structure that includes
these two sets and it is told to sort by vendor name with a
subsort on invoice number, it will oblige by returning
pointer pairs. The first pointer will refer to a record in the
master data set and the second will refer to a record in the
detail data set. Performing such a sort for this sample data
would yield the record pointer pairs:
Vendor
pointer

Invoice
pointer

31
32
74
16
13
48

The Sort Algorithm
Two primary concerns when writing a disc sort are processortime and the amount of disc I/O. SORT/250 works by
first loading as many records as possible into memory,
sorting them, and writing the sorted results to a scratch area
(a workfile) on the disc. This process is continued until all
records to be sorted have been put into one of these sorted
segments. The sorted segments are then merged to produce
the final sorted output. Using this method, the processor
time is consumed primarily in sorting the segments, while
reading records, writing segments, and merging segments
are I/O intensive.
For maximum speed, it is desirable to reduce the burden
on the I/O system and put as much work as possible on the
processor. This is particularly true of flexible-disc-based
sorts. One way to do this is to make the sorted segments
Iarge. This reduces the number of such segments, thus
reducing the time spent in the merge procedure. It also
means that larger sorts can be performed without a merge.
To give the internal portion of the sort as much memory
as possible, the contents of the sorting user's memory are
written to the workfile. At the completion of the sort the
user's memory is restored to its original state. Regardless of
the amount of memory possessedby a given user, only 122
sectors (approximately 31K bytes) are written to the workfile. This prevents the size of the workfile from increasing
when the amount of user memory is increased beyond 32K
bytes.
During the sort, the free memory is divided into areas for
buffer space, pointers to sorted segments in the workfile,

pointers to records in memory, a table describing the thread
and the sort keys, and the records themselves. However,
since the ultimate output of the SORTBY statement is a set of
pointers to data base entries, the whole record being sorted
(or records for a multiset thread) need not be retained. Only
the sort keys are kept, after being transformed into an alternate representation that makes them easier for the record
compare routine to process. Specifically, the transformation is such that the keys can be compared as 16-bit unsigned integers. It is no longer necessaryto know the type of
a particular key during the compare. The compare does not
need to check for special cases, or perform floating point
arithmetic.
After a record is read (or group of records in the case of a
multiset thread), the sort keys are extracted, put into suitable form for comparison, and passed, along with the appropriate record number(s), to the sort process. This construction, consisting of sort keys and record numbers, is
called a work record. The sorted segments, which are written to the workfile preparatory to a merge, consist solely of
sorted work records.
The sort process was developed for optimal use of the
processor hardware. The internal sort algorithm is called
"modified binary search and insert", or MBSI. Most of the
processor time in a sort is spent moving memory or performing comparisons. The HP 250 processor has a limited
form of multiword move instruction that allows a fixed
number of words (from 1 to 16) to be moved. However, it has
no multiword compare instruction. MBSI takes advantage
of this by reducing the number of compares to a minimum at
the expense of a greater number of moves.
For a normal binary search and insertion sort, the number
of compares required is approximately:
N(logrN- logre)+logre,
where N is the number of records to sort. The compare time
is also directly proportional to the length of the work records being compared (in the worst case).Here Nrepresents
the number of records that can be sorted in memory, not the
total number of records that are sorted after any merges are
done. For SORT/250, 101<N<4459, but the maximum
number of records that can be sorted is 65534.
The worst case number of moves is about [N2-Nl/2. To
keep the move time down, the actual records are not moved.
A vector of pointers to the work records specifies the sorted
ordering. When a new record is added to the list, its position
is established by inserting a pointer into the vector at the
appropriate place.
One of the advantages of a binary search and insertion
sort is that it does not require the simultaneous presence of
all N records before the sort can begin. To sort record i
requires that records 1 through i - 1 be present and in sorted
order. This corresponds nicely to the way the records are
read off the disc. After record i has been read, a request can
be made to read record i+1, and while waiting for the disc
I/O to complete, the processor can be sorting the pointer to
record i into its position in the pointer vector.
On fast discs, however, the read may be completed before
the insertion is complete. AIso, more than one record is
often read in a single disc read request. Thus, there may be

several records queued for handling by the sort process.
Despite the overlapping of sorting and I/O, the N2 factor of
the sort process "shows through" in the sort times. To
reduce this show-through to a minimum, the algorithm was
modified somewhat. The N items in memory are broken up
into K subsorts of N/K items each. The resulting K sorted
groups of records are then merged to produce the same
effect as sorting all N items. As a function of N and K, the
number of compares remains the same as before, namely:
N(IogrN- logre)+Iogre,
which is independent of K. The worst-case number of
moves becomes:
(Nr/K- 3N- K2+K+zNK)/2.

The solution for the best K is relatively difficult. Solving a
slightly different problem that does not use worst-case assumptions about moves required during the K-way merge
yields a best value of K : \Al. When substituted into the
above equation this gives a number of moves corresponding
IO:

1 . s N ls - 2 N + o . b v l [
Actually, K should be chosen as the integer part of (f,ri[ +
1i2), since the square root generally yields a nonintegral
number. This improves the number of moves over simple
binary search and insert for all N greater than 2. However,
because of the form of the multiword move in the BPC,
K:16 was chosen experimentally as near optimal.
This change, along with the overlapped I/O, virtually
eliminates nonlinearities in the internal sort times. The
remaining nonlinearities are caused by the final merge of
the sorted segments on the disc.
If all the records to be sorted fit into memory simultaneously, the pointers can be extracted directly from the work
records in memory and put into the workfile to complete the
sort. This avoids a time-consuming disc merge operation. If
more records must be sorted than can fit in memory simultaneously, the current contents of memory must be put into
physically sorted order and written to a scratch area of the
wofkfile. Then a new group of records can be sorted.
In certain cases,a single-pass merge is not sufficient to
merge all sorted segments on the disc. When SORT/250
determines that an intermediate merge is required, it will
perform one. A two-pass merge is rarely required. In any
case, no segment that was the result of an intermediate
merge is ever used in a subsequent intermediate merge.
Such a merged segment is only read by the final merge.
Data Base Inquiry Facility
An inquiry facility is a computer program that allows
data base accessin an ad-hoc manner. It provides an attractive alternative to writing special-purpose programs to produce a one-time report or data modification. A good inquiry
facility lets the user interact with the data base in a simple,
natural fashion, and requires minimal knowledge of the
data base structure and format. For example, the question,
"What are the names and addresses of all customers in
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Colorado?" should be answered simply and quickly.
The primitive operations that need to be performed on a
data base are:
1. Select a subset of the data in the data base.
2. Print the selected subset.
3. Update the data base (additions, deletions, and modifications).
A realistic inquiry facility will, of course, offer extensions of
these primitives to enhance its usefulness.
An inquiry facility is an example of a data-independent,
data-driven program. It is data-independent in the sense
that its functions (search for data, report data, modify data)
are applicable to any data base.It is data-driven in the sense
that the specific commands that are meaningful depend
upon the data base (e.g., the command "list all employee
names" is meaningless for an accounts receivable data
base.) Custom (application) programs, on the other hand,
are of the class of data-dependent programs, since they are
designed to function with only one specific data base.ln the
design of computer systems,data-independent, data-driven
programs are desirable because of their flexibility and universality. They offer the potential for a significant reduction
in programming effort over custom programs, since their
functions may be applied to any set of data. Some specific
extensionsthat were implemented to allow an inquiry facility to replace simple custom programs are discussedbelow.

Query/250
QUERY/250 is an inquiry facility for IMAGE/250 data
bases.It consists of 4500 BASIC program lines and uses the
data base management functions of IMAGE/250 and SORT/
250 to accessthe data base. The operation of QUERY/250 is
based upon QUERY/3000,the IMAGE inquiry facility on the
HP 3000. There are seventeen QUERY commands, which
may be divided into four functional groups (Fig. 3). The
selection commands are used for data modification as well
as data reporting. The target users of QUERY were defined
to be casual computer users2as well as computer programmers.
To accommodate both casual and expert users, a twolevel command input structure was designed. A user who is
familiar with the QUERY commands may type and execute
command lines directly. For the user who is unsure of the
command functions or syntax, QUERY labels the HP 250
softkeys with the QUERY commands. Pushing a softkey
brings a form to the CRT containing a brief explanation of
the action to be performed and a set of blanks to be filled in.
As the blanks are filled in, QUERY composes the command
at the bottom of the CRT. This use of the softkeys has two
secondary effects. The keys are ordered to lead the user
through the proper command sequence for reports and they
also unobstrusively remind the user of the functions available in QUERY.
In the interest of a simple command set, the list commands contain no provision for user-specified formatting of
reports. Reports may be formatted, however, by calling a
report writer program from QUERY. The data base designer
may also exercise limited control over QUERY report formats by using IMAGE/250 control numbers. A control
number format specification is associated with an item in
the data base schema. It allows control of the decimal point
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Selection
THREAD
FIND

Reporting

Moditication

SORT
ADD
BREAK...TOTALDELETE
TO
OUTPUT
REPLACE
LIST
LINEARLIST

Utility
DATABASE
PASSWORD
INFO
WORKFILE
DO
RUN
EXIT

Fig. 3. QUERY251 provides access to IMAGE|2\) data
bases wlthout specialprogramming.Theseare the QUERY
commandkeywords.

placement, the currency sign, commas every three digits,
and the date format. Control numbers also contain a QUERY
write-inhibit flag that prevents the QUERY user from modifying values of a particular item. The write-inhibit flag is
extremely useful in preserving audit path integrity, since
QUERY cannot automatically maintain audit paths.
The THREADcommand allows a search path (defined in
the schema) to be specified for a multiple-set access.The
ability to perform a search across data sets significantly
expands the range of problems QUERY can solve. This
multiple-set access is possible because of the SORT/250
IMAGE enhancements.
Custom Program Replacement
Three functions were added specifically to make QUERY
an attractive alternative to custom programs. They are: the
ability to enter data from a CRT form, the ability to define
and execute procedures, and the ability to load and call a
BASIC subprogram.
The ADD command allows the QUERY user to input data
via a CRT form that has been defined using FORMS/250. For
repeated data entry this allows a cleaner and more intelligible CRT format than the set-and-item-name prompt QUERY
uses when a form is not specified.
The DO command executes a previously defined sequence of QUERY commands. The HP 250 text editor is
used to write the list of commands and store them in a DATA
file. This function allows often-used procedures to be executed with a single command. The contents of a typical
QUERY procedure are shown in Fig. 4.
The RUN command loads and calls a BASIC subprogram.
This function was designed to allow the user to format
output with REPORT WRITER/2s0 while still taking advantage of the simple, flexible QUERY data selection commands. The RUN command may also be used to execute a
program that manipulates the data in the data base.

User Reaction
Initial user reaction indicates that QUERY is a useful
programmer's tool. Applications cited include: verifying
D A T AB A S EA R B A S E A
, BDISC
P A S S W O R DC L E R K
F I N DC U S T O M E RF O R S T A T E : " C O ' '
SORT BY CITY, NAME
BREAKON CITY
L I S TN A M E ,A D D R E S SZ, I P
Fig. 4. A QUERY1250procedure to list names andaddresses
of cuslorners in Colorado from the accounts receivable data
base.

custom program correctness by examining the data base,
checking the state of a data base, and correcting a data base
that has been scrambled. QUERY may be used by casual
computer users, depending upon their level of sophistication. The largest drawback of QUERY for the casual computer user is the necessity of understanding the data set and
item names and the data base structure. The casual computer user expects to use QUERY mainly for ad-hoc reporting.
It appears the user-customization features added to
QUERY to allow replacement of custom programs will not
be often used. User comments indicate the features offered
are too limited to be of much use in solving most problems.
These features will find their major use in providing a
quick, minimum-effort solution to simple problems that
require mainly data storage and retrieval.
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ApplicationsSoftwarefor the
Small-Business Computer
by Scott W. Y. Wang and Loyd F. Nelson
O SOLVEUSERPROBLEMS,a computersystemrequires not only hardwareand systemsoftware,but
also applications software.But what applications
should be provided? For the HP 250, a small business computer, the goal is to improve the user's knowledge of the
business. Each business. of course. has its own set of characteristics and requirements, so the first step in applications development is to categorize the businessesand identify the functions that are common to enough businessesso
that it makes sense to provide applications for them.
The applications developed for the HP 250 cover those
functions that are critical to the life, growth, and profitability of the business. We call these life-stream applications to
characterize the favorable impact that comprehensive management information can have on asset management.
The design model for the life-stream applications is
graphically represented by Fig. 1. This model shows that
businesses can be divided into three broad categories: the
distribution, manufacturing, and service industries. The
general accounting function is placed in the center of the

figure to indicate its applicability to all businesses. The
distribution industry's life stream is to provide timely delivery of finished goods and efficient collection of customer
payments. Finished goods inventory data and accounts receivable along with the attendant applications of order
entry and sales analysis can contribute significantly to the
operational efficiency and profitability ofthis type ofbusiness. The manufacturing industry's life stream is to define
and have available the material required to build finished
products and to determine where the costs are in the products. Applications that provide bill-of-material maintenance and methods to track inventory can minimize parts
shortages,reduce obsolete inventory, and point the way to
improved allocation of manufacturing resources. The service professional's life stream (e.g., law firms, accounting,
and medical groups) is effective client billing and tracking
of job costs. These industries have also shown interest in
text processing.
An evaluation of the functions associated with the life
streams of these three industries and the development re-
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Fig. 1. Deslgn model for the development of applications
programs for the HP 250 covers functions thatare critical to the
life, growth, and profitability of various buslnesses. Currently
availablesoftwareaddresses the needs of the distributionand
manufacturing industries.
sources available resulted in two applications software
products for the HP 250: OM/250 and MFG/2s0.* OlW250 is
an order management system designed for the distribution
function of distributors and manufacturers. The software
modules in this system include accounts receivable (AR),
order entry (OE), inventory control (IC), and sales analysis
(SA). MFG/250 is a materials management system designed
to control material and provide manufacturing bills of
material and product costings for the discrete manufacturer. Fig. 2 lists the features of the OlWzs0 and MFG/250
applications software products.

Designingthe ApplicationsDataBaseOrganization
Once the general makeup of the applications packages
was determined, the next step was to determine the primary
features of each application and develop the data base organization. The design objective was to provide viable applications capabilities and performance using dual flexible
discs while at the same time providing expandability to
larger mass memories without software modification. This
affected the HP 250 in two ways. First, an initial investigation into small business inventory sizes showed that it was
doubtful that a viable application would fit on a dual
/z-megabyte flexible disc system. The decision was made
that the HP 250 would have a dual one-megabyte flexible
disc system as a starting point. Second, it was decided that
IMAGE/250 would have to have multivolume capability
(see article, page 19). Thus IMAGE/250 was designed to
determine automatically which mass memory device contains the data desired and to handle data base storing/
restoring and unloading/loading under multivolume conditions.
Certain IMAGE/250 capabilities contributed greatly to
*Theseapplication
Weexpect
aredesiOned
torbusinesses
intheU.S.A.andCanada.
softwarepackages
countriesat a laterdate.
to moditysomemodulesfor someEuropean
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meeting the expandability requirement without having to
make applications software changes. For instance, in moving to a larger mass memory system, the application must be
able to handle larger amounts of data, and IMAGE/250 provides the DBINFO statement, which a program can use to
determine the current size of a data set. Also, the number of
data elements in a data set can be changed without changes
to the program accessing that data set. A related technique
involved designing the optional features supported by the
various modules so that the data associated with these features is located in one data set. For the smaller mass memory configurations, the size of this data can be set to one,
thereby allowing the feature to be available on the larger
configurations but not on the smaller. The multivolume
design of IMAGE/z50 makes it unnecessary for all data sets
in a data base to be on-line at the same time. This is extremely important for the OM/z50 package, because it allows the data bases to be organized so that a viable interactive solution for order entry can be achieved in a dual
flexible disc system.
Another benefit of IMAGE/250 was that the data base
definition language made it mandatory to consider the data
organization and data relationships before developing the
applications software. Thus, as a consequence of defining
the features that the applications modules would have, the
data base requirements were also defined.
IMAGE/250 provides a consistent way of accessing the
data in the data base from all applications software modules. However, the initial design of IMAGE/250 provided
for data entry only in string form. The applications development effort showed that a more effective way of breaking string into its data elements was needed. The IN DATA
SET statement was invented to fill this need fsee article.
page 19).
Designing the CRT/User Interface
The next problem that had to be solved was providing a
consistent and easy-to-learn user interface. The guiding
principles were:
1. It should be quick and easy for the user to get to any
particular task.
2. The user interface should be as friendly (that is, informative and forgiving) and as devoid of computer command
jargon as possible.
3. There should be standard methods and procedures for
handling common operations regardless of which applications function or program is running.
To meet these objectives several decisions were made.
For example, the modules provide for reports that can be
printed on request, at the end of the next batch update, or on
a periodic basis (daily, weekly by day of week, or monthly)
after each update. HP 250 CRT soft keys were used extensively to provide easy communication with the user. Standards were established for the use of the soft keys. For
example, the rightmost CRT key always provides a means
for the user to leave the current applications environment.
Pressing a soft key terminates the current data input; this is
a powerful programming feature, The keys are used in
menu trees for selecting a desired function and within functions to select the options available. Another standard that
was established is a three-line message area directly above

Inventory (lC)
LIFO or FIFO or WeightedAverageCostingMethod
99 Product Classes
5 Discounts,5 Markups,5 PriceBreaksPer Part
CalculatedEOQ
CalculatedReorderPoint
ABC Analysis
CycleCounting
MultipleWarehouseReporting
MultipleComPanYReporting

HP 250 line drawing set. By using the lines to box in areasor
to connect related data, the user can quickly see which data
makes a functional group.
To tie the modules together into a consistent operating
unit from the user's point of view, all modules are accessed
through a single applications supervisor program called HP
250. It and its related programs constitute the control module. The control module acts as a supervisor; it maintains
the system date and passwords and controls access to the
applications software modules. It also maintains other system parameters such as the applications integration status
array, hardware/software configuration status array,
holiday/calendar, and so on. This information is kept in a
control data file for use bv all modules as reouired.

Accounts Receivable(AR)
BalanceForwardor Ooen ltem Statemenlsfor Each Customer
VariableAging into Five Periods
Sales DollarsReportedto GeneralLedgerby Order Line ltem
Full Trulh in LendingCompliance
Cash SalesJournal
Over-the-Counter
CreditCard SalesJournal
Past Due Letters
15 Cash Discounts
11 CustomerClasses
MultipleCompanyBeporting
Order Entry (OE)
PostBillingand Pre-BillingOperalion
PickingLists (by Warehouseor Order)
Letters
Acknowledgment
CreditLimitand Post Due Checksat Entryof Order
Cash Sales/CreditCard Sales/Prepayments
AutomaticBackorderingwith CustomerOption
AutomaticBackorderFilling
Slock Reservation
AulomaticPrice Exlension
3 Tax Categories
SurchargeCapabilityby Line ltem
2 Other UserDefinedOptionalCharges
ContainerChargeCredits
Sales Analysis (SA)
Reporting
SalespersonPro{itability
Beporting
CustomerProfitability
ProductProlitabilityReporting
Bar Graph Reporting
Quota Reporting
CommissionCalculationby ProductClass for Each Salesperson
MullioleCommissionCalculationMethods
RegionalReporting
Split Sales Reporting
Customers,and Products
s-Year Historyon Salespersons,
MultipleCompanyReporting
Manufacturing (MFG/250)
Bill of MaterialProcessor(30 Levels)
Where-UsedBeporting
ProductCost Reporting(lmplosionswith "What-lf"Costs ChangeOption)
ReorderReports(5 Computationlvlethods)
Cycle CountingSubsystem
StockStatusReports(ExcessInventory,Data, HistoryActivity)
ABC Analysis(SimulatedAlso)
Stock PickingLists (lncludingSlmulationPreview)
EngineeringChangeControl
User-Defined
ValidationTables

Fig.2. Features and capabtlitres of the OM1250 and MFG1250
applications software packages.
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Designing the Memory and Mass Storage Organization
As the programs for the modules were developed, it became clear that many of the routines for handling various
operations, such as the displaying of messageson the CRT,
could be gathered together into a system utilities file for use
by all programs. To provide rapid, selective accessto these
routines, the LOAD SUB capability was developed. Subprograms in the utilities file can now be selected and loaded
programmatically with a significant increase in speed over
the LINK statement, which was initially the only way of
accessing the utilities file. Another fallout of this development is the DEL SUB capability. The applications programmer now can also programmatically manage the user memory and delete utilities as needed to make room for other
applications programs.
As the number of programs increased, the problems of
distributing the programs among the available mass memory devices and handling different mass memory configurations had to be solved. AII files are divided into groups and
each group is associatedwith a mass memory label, so that
within limits, the groups can be migrated to different labels
for different mass memory configurations. However, the
tasks of spreading programs and data basesamong multiple
flexible discs and customizing data base capabilities are
difficult to do manually, so utility programs were developed to solve these problems. For example, with
OM/250, a program manages a data base on all applications
program and nonprogram files, keeping track of their
capacities, update date, target disc volume labels, and other
information. This program is also used to generate masters
for various mass storage configurations.
Another utility program is used to take advantage of the
flexibility in IMAGE/250 to customize data base capacities
according to user needs. The most difficult problem, however, is not setting the capacity but dynamically managing
data bases and work files on multiple volumes. For example, more than ten data basesare used in the ON{/250applications software, and these are spread over eight flexible
disc volumes. Changing the capacity of one data base on
one volume can affect another related data base on another
volume that may have limited space for expansion. In addition, the work file space requirement for FIND/SORTvaries
according to data set capacities.This utility program allows
the software designer to set these data base and work file
conditions and then computes to see whether the user
capacities will fit in a given mass storage configuration. The
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program can also optimize disc volume use by increasing
capacities to take up the space not used according to the
priority set by the user.
Designing a Flexible Data Reporting Scheme
In designing a flexible method for generating reports, the
objective was to provide as much user latitude as possible.
All application reports are produced by the REPORT WRITER system utility. REPORT WRITER provides basic tools
such as totals, page breaks, and so on. In conjunction with
the FIND/SORTcapability, it provides considerable flexibility for report specification. A report setup program is used
to select FIND and SORTcriteria. The user can also specify
which printer should be used for the report.
Insuring Data Integrity and a Quality Application Package
Throughout the development of the applications modules, an objective was to make sure that their operation was
clearly evident to the user. It is very important to give the
first-time user the feeling that the computer is just a tool and
that people can only change the data base in a clear and
concise way as opposed to the feeling that the computer
somehow "gobbled up" data input and decided on its own
what changes should be made to the data base.To achieve
this goal all applications are transaction-oriented. Most
data bases are updated in a batch mode. A transaction is
generated whenever the data base needs to be updated,
except for some special casesin OM/250 where data bases
are updated directly. OM/250 software modules are highly
integrated. Communication between modules is also carried out by transaction data files. Each module requires a
daily update to the data base from these transactions.
OM/250 does provide on-line capability for updating information that requires it. For example, OE knows how
much is in inventory even though the inventory transactions have not been processed.This is done by checking not
only the data base but also the transaction data file to come
up with the latest information. A batch-updated transaction-oriented system offers advantagesin data base integrity and ease of backup and recovery, since data bases are
not constantly being updated. In addition, MFG/250 provides a means of going directly from the transaction building program to a transaction review/edit program with
which the user can review, list, edit, or find transactions
that have been entered already. An audit trail is produced
whenever a data base is being modified either by direct
input or by transaction. An audit trail provides a printed
record of what has happened to the data base.
A daily backup and/or a backup before posting is required
by the system. The backup/recovery function i's monitored
and executed by the control module. It involves making
backup copies of all data bases and control data files. In
addition, MFG/250 provides a special backup/recovery procedure that enables the user to recover without reentering
transactions, using the backup transaction data base.
Quality assurance and reliability tests on the HP 250
applications software are done in three stages: designer's
QA, integration test, and test sites. Designer's QA is done by
the software module designers, who are expected to stress
the module as much as possible. Integration test verifies the
interactions among the software modules. This is crucial in
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the case of OM/250, where accounting information is
passed between various modules. The test sites are actual
user businesses. Checked there are installability, user
documentation, and the user data conversion process.
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Deep-Level
Capacitance
and Gonductance
TransientSpectroscopyUsing HP-IB
Instrumentsand a DesktopGomputer
A low-cosfsysfemof standardcomponenfsis a useful
engineeilngtool for checkingnew semiconductor
processesand devicesduringtheir development.
by Leonard Forbes and Ulrich Kaempf

BSERVING TRANSIENTS in the capacitance and
current of the depletion region or space charge
layer near PN junctions in semiconductor devices
has been demonstrated to be a powerful technique for
characterizing deep-level imperfection center concentrations, energy levels, thermal and optical emission rates,
and thermal capture cross-sections.l'2 The original techniques developed at the University of Illinois were subsequently automated at Bell Telephone Laboratories to
analyze exponential capacitance transients in the so-called
deep-level transient spectroscopy system, or DLTS sys-
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tem.3 More recently, these techniques have been expanded
to include the use of current transients on FET devices to
measure deep-level imperfections in materials and situations where capacitance transient techniques are not
feasible.a
This article describes the use of the HP 4271,8 LCR
Meter,s which measures both capacitance and conductance, and the HP 9825,{ Desktop Computer for gating and
control in an automated DLTS system for both conductance
and capacitance transients. These components interface directly through the HP Interface Bus (HP-IB).. The 42718 is a
very-high-resolution capacitance meter. It can resolve
-f 0.001 pF and 0.01/o capacitance changes,small enough to
detect defect concentrations four orders of magnitude
below the background concentration of usual shallow-level
donor or acceptor impurities.
The 4271,8 can also measure conductance, which makes
possible a conductance DLTS system. This is difficult or
impossible with otherDLTS systems. Conductance DLTS is
particularly applicable to the determination of oxide or
bulk trapping in very small FET devices, such as those
employed in most modern circuits, which have junction or
gate capacitances much too small for capacitance DLTS
techniques.
Both capacitance and conductance DLTS techniques
have been employed at HP Laboratories in the evaluation of
bulk and oxide trapping in a wide range of technologies
including standard MOSFET, silicon-on-sapphire, lightemitting diodes, and GaAs FETs. Despite the highly advanced state of technology, capacitance or conductance
transients or changes, indicating various defects, have been
found on all of these. An understanding of the nature and
cause ofthese changes or transients is an important consideration in process design and in the reliability of integrated
circuits and other devices.

DLTSSystem
Fig.1 is a blockdiagramof thebasicDLTSsystem.One

Fig. 1, Capacitanceand Conductancedeep-leveltransient
spectroscopy(DLTS) system based on the HP 42718 LCR
Meter and an HP DesktopComputer.

HP 59313,A.Analog-to-Digital Converter is used to convert
the analog temperature output from the HP 2802,{ Thermometer to an HP-IB format. The 593134 also has three
extra A/D channels and a simple open-collector transistor in
a reverse D/A channel. This reverse channel can be used to
'Hewlett-Packard's
imDlementation
0t IEEE488 andANSIMC1.1.
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drive an infrared emitter for minority carrier capacitance
DLTS scans, or to control the gate voltage of FETs in conductance DLTS scans. The HP 4271.8 has an internal
bias supply (Option 001) that can be controlled by the
computer through the HP-IB.
The low-temperature portion of the system consists of an
Air Products liquid nitrogen insert, or simple low-cost dewar. This has been modified by attaching a four-inch copper rod for thermal resistance, a heater spool, and a sample
mount. Devices under test are mounted in either T046 or
22-pin DIP packages. Temperature is measured using the
platinum probe for the HP 28O2A Thermometer. To increase temperature resolution, the analog output of the
2BO2A is run through a simple operational amplifier with
a gain of five before going to the A/D converter.

case, the internal operation of the LCR meter and the WAIT
statements in the computer program. The LCR meter integrates the capacitance value over the first 20 milliseconds
following address and instruction to read the capacitance
value. The remaining time, a worst-case 500 milliseconds,
is used in encoding the data. For the exponential decay
illustrated, a maximum difference AC in the capacitance
values at times t, and t2 is obtained if the time constant
of this decay is
t-a" : (t2 - t1)/ln(t2ltr).
(3)
For the other cases illustrated, where the time constant of
the decay is either too slow or too fast, the difference in
capacitance value between times t, and t, is smaller. The
time constants of interest are exponential functions of
temperature, so if the temperature is scanned, the difference
will be maximized at the temperature where the time constant is t-"*, and a peak will be produced in the output plot.

Capacitance DLTS
The capacitance transient technique for the identification
of imperfection centers in semiconductorsl is based upon
the observation of the thermal emission of carriers from the
imperfection level in a reverse-biased PN junction. The
centers can be filled either with majority carriers by first
zero-biasing the junction or with both types of carriers by
illumination with infrared radiation, which generates a
large number of electron-hole pairs. The rate of emission of
these carriers to the closest band edge is an exponential
function of temperature;
(1)
e : A (T/300)nexp (-AE/kT)

Capacitance DLTS has become a widely employed technique and excellent summaries have been written on the
characteristics of implantation defects in silicon,6 impurities in silicon,T hole traps in GaAs,8and electron traps
in GaAs.eThese review articles give plots of time constant
or T2 times time constant versus 1000/T, and can be
employed to predict the temperature at which each of these
impurities or defects will produce a peak in the DLTS scan.
As an illustration of this technique, Fig. 3 shows the
result ofa capacitance DLTS scan using the HP system on an
arsenic-implant-damaged silicon N+P diode, using zero
bias as the initial condition. Two peaks are evident in this
scan, one at -92"C and one at -117"C. The time constant
that produces a peak for this caseis around 0.35 second. By
using this time constant and the appropriate value of 1000/
T, these levels can be plotted as two points on Sah's curve6
and shown to correspond to the 0.40 and 0.48 eV levels. The
Ievels at higher temperature in Fig. 3, and consequently
deeper energy, are so numerous in this case of implantation
damage that has not been annealed that they run together
and cannot be resolved using the DLTS technique. A subsequent thermal anneal, however, will result in a DLTS scan
with no structure on the highest gain scale, showing that

where A is the emission coefficient or constant, T is the
temperature in K, k is Boltzman's constant, and AE is the
energy difference between the Ievel and the bandgap edge.
This emission of carriers results in a modulation of the
space charge density in the reverse-biasedjunction and a
transient in the high-frequency small-signal capacitance as
illustrated in Fig. 2. The time constant of this changel is:
(2)
r : ll(e).
As originally applied, the DLTS technique3 consisted of a
dual-gating technique to analyze capacitance transients.
Fig. 2 illustrates an exponential capacitance decay for
which the capacitance value is measured at two time
periods, t1 and t2. These times are determined by, in this
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Fig.2. Principlesof capacitance DLTS.(a) Emissionof carriersin N+P junction is stimulated
by applying bias or infrared radiation,(b) Capacitance transient resultswhenjunction ls reverse
biased. LCRmeter measuresjunctioncapacitanceat two gated timeperiods.MaximumcapacitancechangeACoccursatatemperature(i.e.,timeconstant)thatischaracteristicof
thetypeof
defect. (c) Temperaturedependence of capacitance time constant.
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Fig. 3. Capacitance DLTSscan on arsenic-tmplantdamageddiode. (a) Measureddata has
peaks at two temperatures.Uslng published data, these can be related to energy levels and
particulardefects.(b) Device cross-sectlon.

the concentration of any and all of these defects has been
reduced to less than 5x1011/cm3.
Conductance DLTS
While capacitance DLTS is a powerful technique, it is
limited in the case of small FET devices, which have only
very small capacitances,and on high-resistivity substrates,
which limit the ability to measure and resolve capacitance
values. In these cases what is referred to here as conductance DLTS constitutes a technique that can be used not
only for bulk trappinga but also for oxide or insulator trapping. The concepts involved are much the same as in the
case of capacitance DLTS and will be illustrated here by the
observation of electron trapping at the chromium level in
the gate junction of GaAs FETs.
Fig. 4 illustrates the electron emission in a GaAs FET
following application of operating gate and drain voltages.
In this case modulation of the space charge in the gate
iunction results in an increase in conductance of the FET.
The LCR meter can be used directly to measure small-signal
drain conductance. The time constant associatedwith this
conductance change is again simply the reciprocal of the
emission rate and results in a conductance DLTS peak as
shown in Fig. 4 at about +32"C. This can be shown to

correspond to the very recently measured emission rate and
characteristics of chromium in GaAs.10'11
In the conductance DLTS technique presented here a
large-signal pulsed bias is applied and the emission of
carriers from impurity centers in a depletion region is used
for indirect modulation of the FET's conductance.a Since
the centers being observed are in a depletion region, the
technique is very similar to capacitance DLTS and not at all
similar to small-signal conductance techniques.l2
Conductance DLTS has also been found to be most useful
in the characterization of oxide trapping. In this case carriers are iniected into the oxide gate insulator in FETs and
the subsequent transients in conductance are observed as
these carriers are re-emitted by the oxide traps.

Summary
The laboratory-assembled system described here based
on the HP 4271.8 and 9825A is an engineering tool that can
be put together quickly using standard components at a
nominal cost and used to check new processesand devices
during their development. Defect levels are obtained using
previously published data on impurities and defects in
semiconductors. Capacitance DLTS can resolve defect concentrations as low as 5x1011/cm3 and conductance DLTS
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Fig. 4, Conductance DLfS
example. (a) GaAs FEI crosssectlon, showing electron emission from chromrum center. (b)
Transientin measureddratn conductance following application of
operatinggate and drainvoltages.
(c) DLTSscan.
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resolveschangesof a few hundred trapped electrons.Application during the developmentof new semiconductor
processesand devicesto detect such trapping problems as
early as possiblemight well avoid considerabledelaysand
expensein the overall developmentcycle.
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